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Holland City News.
YOL.

30.

V.— NO.

HOLLAND,

D. M., DonUl Surgeon; residence, and
offlce on Eighth street, opposite B&kkcr &

mm,

^NNIS

OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

EOESBUBG, Editor and

0. J.

To

A^BHOEK,

Ac.

afforded me of writing the promised letter
A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
about
8. W. cor. Public Square.

Eighth street.
In Drugs and Medi-

.............
3 50
.................. 5 00
................ 8 00
>4 Column .................. 10 00
............... 17 00
................. 25 00

“
“
X1 “
“
2
3

...

5 00
8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00

8
10
17
25
40
65

00
00
00
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three

annnm.

lines,$2.00 per

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.
before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly

street.

public square.

AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in

v

See advertisement.
Dry Ooodi.

IYERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
IJ Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.

,

DnsinAtiag.

T AUDER

Lj

Misses., FashionableDressmakers.
Rooms opposite the Post Offlce. Elghfh street.
runitun.

VffEYER H., ACO., Dealers in all kinds of FnraTI nitnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River atreet.

EID8EMA J. M., A

SON, General Dealers in
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street.See ad-

flroctriei.

Effect,

Sunday, August 20, 1876.

Leave
Holland.

“

Trains.

Rapids.

“ “
“
“ “
“ “
“
“

Grand

Buft'alo

f

a.

f 5.00 p.

“

* 9.35 p. m.

m. f 12.85 p. m.
11.05 a. “
* 8.22 p “

m.

8.85

&

Chicago.
“
“ “
“

Groceries and Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
1- a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eignth street.
flonoral

Dealeri.

Produce, Etc.

T'AUURSEMA J.

Dealers in Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.

U

«fc CO.,

rpE ROLLER, D.,

A

1.20
5.10 a.m.
12.80 “
3.25 p. m.
* 9.45 “
f 4.40 “ “
* Dally except’Saturdoy
t Mixed trains.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be ran by Chicag
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbu

“
“

time.

"1T7ELTON A AKELY. General Dealers in Dry

v

Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Flour and Feed,

nwr

QLOOTER

<fe

“

nd Tied.

HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

Hardware.

TTAVERKATE, G,

11

RAPIDS

FROM GR’ND
P. M.
4 15
4 82
5 45
6 1!
6 19
6 35
6 50
P.M.
8 30
A.N.
6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.
7 05
P. X
1 IS

TO GR’ND RAPIDS

STATIONS.

Express. Mail.

A. X.
7 30
Grand Rapids.
7 44
Grandville.
8 26
Allegan.
9 41
Otsego.
9 19
Plainwell.
9 85
Cooper.
9 50
Kalamazoo.
A. X.
11 30
White Pigeon.
P.M.
6 30
Chicago.
P.M.
5 00 Toledo.
P. M.
9 30
Cleveland.
A.M.
4 05
Buffalo.

A.
10
9
8

M.
10
55
45
8 16
8 07
7 35
7 85
A.X.
5 50
P.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

P. X.
17 10
•6 55
,5 45
5 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.M.
18 05
A.X.
|8 50
A.X.
8 30

A.M
3 40
P.M.
7 55

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.
Taken
flolsg

No.?
p.

8
7
7
6
5
5
4

m.

Effect,

North.
No. 2
p.

Monday, May 29, 1876.
doing South.
No. 5 |No.l

STATIONS.

m.

p.

Muakegoni

20 12 15
45 11 45
40 11 40
50 11 11
45 10
17 10 15
00
9 25

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

Ferrysburg

Grand Haven
.Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Alleiran

m.

a.

m.

00
30

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

00
50
00
50
15
45
15

4ft

13
55
12
00

gusitte^ Jlircrtont.
Attcraeyi.

“

J. First Ward Hardware
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th

v

iu General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

00
12
25
9 00
40
40

a days walking in the same, I
discouragedat the thought that

I

have

must

whether or not

it

was advisable

to take

the

‘‘journey.”And not only does the mag-

“

“

nitude

of the buildingssurpass all con-

ception, but the grandeur and beauty of
the display of the exhibits far outstrip any
Idea a person can
at this?

form. Need we wonder

When we consider that

in all de-

partmentsthe very best talent the world
Grain, Feed, Etc.
{Corrected by the “PluggtrMills.)
Wheat, white # bushel ...........1 00 ft $
Corn, shelled

»

bushel

has ever possessed or does
1

05
50

.............

now

possess

been spared

to

.

"

CARPETS! CARPETS!!

TTANDERHAAR,

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

Y

Manfaetoriii, MlUi, Bhopi, Ite.

u

Bakery

;

TEEMING, W.

74

o’clock,

Geo. Lauder, W. M.
J. O.

Doesburg,See']/-

make this a success, it need
who are no artists, no ex-

H.,

of

sell

at
lower prices than any snrroundingtown. Plow
points gronnd to order. 10th streetwest of River st

Baalag and Izcbinge.

machinery of all descriptionand use in
motion, and men, women and youths are
busily

of various articles. It is wonderful to see

with what astonishing rapidity articlesare
made, which when seen ready made appear to involve long and tedious lime of

The

at

Feathers! Feathers!
Prime Live Geese Feathers at
H. MEYER &

engaged allowing the manufacture

manufactue.

Excelledby none in quality, finish or price
Plows, By
H. MEYER & CO.

Manufacturer
U
Improved machinery enabled to
the
regular Kalaraanoo,Plow and warrant them,
Is

»^wd

Agricultural

and

Horticultural

buildings no doubt caused many
interested

m

who

are

such things to grow enthu-

siastic over the

grand display, and alttiouh

we wondered and

said “oh!

bow

excellent/’

“perfectly delightful,” “this is exquisite,”

CO

For a new style of hat, the very latest,
the prettiest hats, call at D. BertsciiTi Dry
Goods Store on the corner of River and
Eighth slreet

®nd Collecting,

Stationary.

TTANTERS,

L. T. Dealer In Books
ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys
City Drag Store, Eighth street. 1 ’

IV

Boot! and Bhoei.

dobbed

whole thing looked

Yours Truly, etc.,
A. A. Pkanstikhl.
The Coal Surplui.-Beported pUni
porti to South

America.

We
ly

for

Ez-

*

are informed by a gentleman recent-

from Pottsvilie,Pa., that the Reading

Railroad purposesand is

opening

for

up

making it

plana

foreign markets for the

surplus productionof coal in this country,

and that it has under consideration the
tablishmentof a regular

We

Rio Janeiro, South America.

iers to

es-

line of steam coll-

inquiries of President Gowcn this

made

morning as to the truth of these rumors,
to

which he replied that he was too

occupied to-day

to

much

answer them, although

form requiring only a simple yes
no. We have it so directly, and with
much circumstance, however, that we

put iu

so

give

to the public at

it

once in view of

its

iu fact exhausting such like expressions

VepK

pi.IAu’T Sr&yLim.

Ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

\17ILM8

P. H., Manufacturerof Farm Pumps.
All kinds of wood tarnlngand sawing on
hand and done to order. River street

¥Y

^h0e*

Motarr Publlci

POST, HKNRY D., Real Estate and Insurance

1

Agent, Notary Publle and Conveyancer;Collections made In Hollandand vicinity.

them a hundred times, yet these did not
interestns as

We

much

ployed.

Within the past two days our attention
has been called to the article referred to
us almost prophetic, as all
bility

of

this

South American
as the Reading
to return

admit the

to the

is

cargoes from Rio,

it is

As

said that

they are not expected.Yet there is

why

the

West India markets,

said to contemplate.

no

might not he imported
at Philadelphia as well as at Baltimore,
which lias within a few yean secured such
and important trade in this stable, while
reason

coffee

by touching at West India ports

much

of

coming

constantly to this port in sailing vessels

can be as well brought by

steamen. If

rumors are true (and

these

ought

to be), there

if not they

seems to be a speedy

solution of all the coal troubles,

which

would be one of the greatestcommercial

whole
ever been recorded, and

benefits to this city, State and the

country that has

the Heading road would then prove a pub-

as other buildings.
lic benefactor, instead

but involthe Kansas

feasi-

lemedy when we add

the productsof those islands now

and then begin over new again, repealing
Iv Bn Yr)NhNAK*HAIi’BankIn8
Itor .Uoet. 0”ght ,"'1 '0l<1;

The

over with clay.

the Netherlands Commissionwe learned

Children's Carriages.

Proprietress of the Pioneer
baking done to order ; 8th street.

and the cracks, or rather openings,

F

Bikirlu.
J.,

roughly

H

27, at

IIINNEKANT,

ours were

I

W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney IkUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
A good variety of handsome Carpets at
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
11 Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sauH. MEYER & CO.
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
sages constantly on hand.
Offlce in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.
fT- LEYS. P„ First Ward Meat Market; best of
F. & A. M.
rPEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
, A Reodlar Commnnicatlon of Unity Lodge,
ittve AjCntj <J*C0 *n Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
TT’UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sept
IV vegetable* ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Law, Notary Pnb-

off, whereas

chopped, simply piled on one another,

is

hero displayed,that no cost or labor has

.
.......

v

S.

at

evenly laid and sym-

great importance as a speedy and happy
not surprise us
MELIS, Dealers In Buckwheat, $ bushel ............
solution of the otherwise almost insurHard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Impie- Bran, $1 ton ....................... ft ie 66
pert mechanics, no experiencedmerchants
Feed. W ton .....................
22 00
ments; Eighth street.
mountable difficultiesiu which the coal
felOO lb
1 94
or manufacturers,no agriculturistsor horBariev, #100 lb ................... i 09
Hotel!.
interestsare at present Involved. It will
ticulturist, that this.is far grander than we
Middling. # 100 D).
j 83
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zai.sman, Proprietor. Flour, # 100 lb ...................... goo could have conceived. While Prof. be rememberedhy the readers of the BulleFirst-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and Pearl Barley, #100 lb .............. 600ft 700
tin that in a recent articlein this column
Shields and myself were leizurely walking
from the Trains. Eighth street.
this very way out of the difficultiesin
through Machinery Hall he remarked:
/~1ITY HOTEL. J. W. Minderhout, Proprietor.
which the coal combination was then
\J Builtinl878;Fnrnlshedinelegant style, and
“Albert have jou noticed what ingenuity
Hotiffji.
a flrst-class hotel throughout.
floundering,before its dissolution,was
is here displayed even in the arrangement
suggested. In that we showed that the
T>HOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor;
of common articles? Look at yonder case
The Holland City Cornet Band hereby
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
West Indies alone import, over 2,000,000
accommodation; building and furniture new,
inform the public that they are ready for of ordinary bolts and nuts. What a fine
tons of coal annually,while Great Britain
but iness—to play for all public or polit5- appearance they make! How they show
Llvtry and Sale Stable!.
furnished over three-fourths of the amount
cal meetings— and that while their lender,
off1 to best advantage!" And so it is, the
John A. Raost, continues to he too ill lo
simply because she put it on board vessels
T)OONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
most common articles, which we ordinar13 Office and barn on Market slreet.Everything take charge in person, Mr. Antone Tlchy,
ut New Castle cheaper than it can he done
flrgt-class.
leader and director of the Germania Band ily do not notice, here seem remarkable.
of Grand Rapids, will take the lead. For The Main Building is entirely devoted to at Philadelphia;whereas, were it not for
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
the artificially high price of coal, conseengagemeuts apply to Otto Breyman.
1 v Offlce of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck. 9th
exhibits of all kinds from all Rations and
street, near Market.
G. A. KONlNG, Sec'y.
quent on the combination'scontrol, coal
countries. Each country endeavors to sur
could be mined and delivered at this port
Waffonnabet and BlackiDithi.
pass the other in worth and display and
Erron of Youth.
at a profit at $3.50 per ton, which would
pvIJKEMA A BRO.', Wagon and Blacksmith
the attendants from these different counShop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairA gentleman who suffered for years tries are all dressed in their own countries enable us to undersell Great Britain and
ing done. River Street.
secure this enormous traffic, and thus find
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
peculiar costume. We lingered for qui'e
l^LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
an outlet not only for the surplus now
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing will, for the sake of suffering humanity, a lime in the Netherlands department and
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
but enable the mines to he generally opersend free to all who need it, the recipe and through the kindnessof the Secretary of
ated
and the roads to them more fully emdirection for making the simple remedy

ITAN LANDEGEND A

Meat Market*.

lie and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s building.
Corner of Eighth and River street

sawed

or

V

v

to

metrically chosen and the ends were evenly

Main Buildingor Machinery Hall after

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

inSSOHER A., Attorney

For the logs are

really is. Standing at one end of either

the

D

Q

cab-

then this is no correct representation.

ins,

of what

by which he was cured. Suffererswish11 Notary Public; River street.
TYOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience many interesting things in regard to the
in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnishcan do so by addressingin perfect confi- draining of that country. Machinery Hall
TfcBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Sollci- ing Goods.
1T1 tor in Chancery;offlce with M. D. Howdence,
was to me one of the most interesting
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
YfORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchasJOHN B. OGDEN,
buildingsto visit. There one sees the
cd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Renalrlng
42 Cedar st., New York.
F. J. Counselsorat Law and Solicitor at promptly attended to. River street.
practical and useful as well as the orna()RTC,
Chance ry^ Offlce, in Dr. Powers bnilai
West of River Street.
mental, The huge Corliss engine sets

QHERBURNE,

New England

manner similar to the

walk from one

walk to the other end, and sometimes
would sit down and seriously ponder

Merchant Tailor!

TTOWARD, M.

it

felt

green ..................2 50
Hemlock Bark ...........
@5 25
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ftio 00
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00ft 8 50
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 fio
Stove bolts,hardwood ....................350
Railroad ties ..............................jg

street.

XTAN DER VEEN. E., Dealer

and fathers used to occupy were in any

still

end of the Main Building to the other can

10

00
Rreeu ................... 2 75

“

256 acres, etc.,

he approximate to a correct idea

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 8

Provisions, etc. River street.

Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, <fcc., Ac. in
Slootcr’s Brick Building.— See Advertisement.

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

....

ft
ft

0

Express. Mall.

©
&
ft

is

not until one attempts to
25

@

Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Honey. $Mb .......................
ancer; offlce and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Hay, ton ....... ..................8 00
Onions,$ bushel ................
T^’AN PUTTEN Q„ General Dealers, in Dry Potatoes. # bushel ...............
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps, Timothy Seed, W bushel ........... ft
Fbur, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Wool, $ lb ......................

V

of enclosed grounds

)00

Apples, $ bushel ................
Beans, » bushel ...................1
Butter, y lb ....................
Clover seed, $ bushel .............
Eggs, dozen ....................

©

Ret*il Dealer in Dry Goods,

who

the old log cabins which our grandfathers

too civilized for such a representation.
had been to the Centennial: “Did you
gCHOUTEN, RA. Cit^ Physician, Offlce at D. take notes?” “Yes,’' he answered, “I be- This much wasremarkedhy a gray headed
gentleman standing at my side, who said:
gan hut soon stopped, fprjtherewas no end
“This thing is too nice altogether.I was
Saddlan.
toil,” “Ah!” I mentally resolved, “I’ll
brought up in a rougher institution than
ITAUPELL, H., Mauufacturerof and dealer in take notes, and a great number of them
V Harness,Trunks, Baddies and Whips; too," but frail are human resolutions! was that.” The inside,however, presented a
Eighth street.
my involuntary moral reflection after a truer picture. The old cradle in which
SiYlag Machine*.
Perigrine White, who was horn in the
half days trial, for I then virtually stopped
T7 ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Allc“Mayflower” iu 1020, was cradled, an old
IV gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma- taking notes; and perhaps the Yale Colclock 128 years old, an old chair and desk
chine.’’ Dealers in needles and attachmenis.
lege student was about correct, when after
out of the “Mayflower” were interestingto
SUni, Weed, B&rfc,Ito.
he had gone around a whole day with a
examine. The old fire-placelooked well,
¥/ ANTER8, R., Dealer in Stavei, Wood and few school teachers, he remarked: “There
Iv Bark; offlce at his residence,Eighth street. is no human being so well adapted to visit with a chicken roastingover some coals.
An attendent said that the chicken had
Tobacco And Cigars.
such an expositionas the indefatigable
been roasting since May and would not be
rl',E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, school ma’am with note book and pencil
1 Clgars.Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street. in hand; for they wi’l persist in noting done until November, whereupon some
one modestly suggestedthat “the chicken
down all.” We may read and read again
W tehei nd Jewilry.
was perhaps a 100 years old.”
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, that “there is no end Vo the affair.” That
I find that this article is developingInto
•J and dealers In Fancy Goods; Kenyon’s Block the Main Buildingis 1,880 ft in length and
River Street.
such length and my time is passing away
404 ft in width, that Machinery Hall is
so quickly that I must close, hoping to
1,402 ft long by 860 ft wide and all other
resume in the next issue I remain,
parkrtis.
buildings in propoition, and that the area

y

p.m.

f

IT'LIETSTRA, A.,

.T

10.15 a. m.

““
m.12.10p.m.
“ “

3.30 p.
8.25 r‘

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.20

New

m.

5.15 a.

Arrive at
Holland.

saw at the exposition,I will attempt
a few general observa-

I

simply to express

vertisement.

Taten

dry catalogue of the thousands of exhibits

Drags, Modi- Vf ORRIS, 8. L., Physicianand Surgeon. Offlce,
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor 6f Dr.
ivl over E. Hkrold’sBoot and Shoe Store, tions pertaining to them, I asked one
W. Van Den Berg's Family Medicines; River St. Eighth street.

T>

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore B. B.

to Philadelphia and the

T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Offlce
Lj corner Eleventh and River street opposite

Lly

An Z

{ST

visit

D

I 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 t.

Square

my

Exposition. One moment, reader, do not

YYROEK

months.
1

will improve the opportunity

I

MEE;
IT-

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for Urst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three

morning,

238.

tunity to examine the outside. I thought if

this

clncs, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Physician’sproscriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

•

One

R. B., Surgeon and Physician. Offlce at
residence, Overijsel,Mich.

NO.

ing to he allowed to enter I had an oppor-

Editor Holland City News:

A., Surgeon and Physician. Offlce over
their Drug store opp. Van Raalte '• shoe store, drop your paper at this announcement,
where he can oc found daring the day and night. for I promise that this letter will not be a

fumeries. Eighth

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

his

l/ic

WHOLE

While standing for a few moments wait-

Having no special engagement

dealers in Drugs. Medicines,

1/

TZSMS or BUBSC&IPTI0h7-42.00piryiar la iduaet.

T)E8T,

diciei.

TNOESBURG.J.O.,Dealer

Pnbliiher.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

ad ke

L)

Paints and Oils,

ies,

From our Own Oomipondent.

PhytloUai.

Bngi

1876.

9,

Sih street.

Store,

Van Raalte.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAYJJaT

-

Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. OIBce, City Druo

M

f^EE

A WEEKLY~NEWSPAPEE,

mmm,

ri/ALSn, n., Notary

Deatlit.

$!tf lottaml (titij gnvs.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

visited all the buildings

This

is

of

evil, as

of

late.

President Gowen’s great opportun-

untarily loiteredfor a time in
ity to pat the city, State and country, unIcE-creamalways on hand at L. T. and Colorado halldings and the New Ender the most lasting obligationsto him
Kanters,and good airy rooms to sit in.
gland Log Cabin. In the former was a

and his road.— Philadelphia Bulletin.
large collectionof animals shot by a lady,
I. 0. Of o. r.
some 200 In number, includingthree differ
Further re-enforcementsof the troops
Holland City Lodge, No. 1W, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd ent kinds of bears, a wild goat, a buffalo, are too he despatched to Cuba from Spain
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
snakes, etc., the latter represented an old about the end of September, where, beof each weejL

„

Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
„
R. A. Schoctkn. N. O.
P. SciIRAVESANDK,R. 8.

log cabin of “ye olden times,” at
events

was meant to

all

represent such.

tween the climate and the insurgents, they
will he finallydispatched.

when search was made

him in the evening
fihadowingeverything. To see Servia become
of it but apart a Russian dependency as the result of a war
one foot.... Ohe man was begun to secure her complete independence
killed,six injured, and the machine shops very
of Turkey, is not what tho people want, and
^ JeffewoBviUe.Ini, the they appear to bo ready to welcome a peace
other day, by the explosionof a boiler in the which wqjud assure them as near an approxijwrd of the Louisvilleand Indianapolisrailroad.
waae;^ov6mmcut m i,ie*
for
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the animals had devoured all

<fitg
•

HOLLAND

CITY,

MICHIGAN.

THE SOUTH.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE

.

Fabulous gains ia
ontbreak in

’64,

EAST.
oil,

recalling vividly the

arc reported from the

gions. A sudden demand from

oil

abroad, or

re-

some

other unexplained cause, has run the price of
the oleaginousstaple up two and three dollars
above the usual rates. Those who held stock
haye cleared enormousprofits,one lucky holder as high aalsGOO.OOO, while a score followed
after in. big bonanzas.

The attendanceat the PhiladelphiaExposition is steadily increasing, and

is

likely to in-

crease every week during the remaining two
months, as people no longer feel afraid of encounteringsr.ch hot weather as prevailedearlier in the season ... Jesse Pomeroy, the Boston boy-fiend, has had his sentence commuted
from hanging to imprisonment for life .... A terrible prize-light was fought the other day
atPennsville,
N. J.f between two human brutes
named Weeden and Walker, in which the latter
was killed,his face being beaten and pounded
till semblance of humanity had departed.
Weeden, the conquerer, was' a blacksmith in a
foundry, and Walker was his helper. They
were warm personal friends, and yet were led
on by roughs and thieves to the contest which
has made one a murderer and a fueitive.and
laid the other in a dishonorablegrave.

A council of ministere and great dignitaries

Advices from Decatur, Tex., say: “Rev.

of the Turkish Empire, held on tho 31st

ult.,

W. G. England, a Methodist minister,his wife,

proclaimedAbdul Hamid Sultau,vico Murad,
a step-daughter,and four sons were murdered deposed.
at their home, six miles from Montague, last
A Bm/irade dispatch says the Servian army
Saturday night, by a party of disguised men.
The particulars of the fiendish affair have not is being rapidly reinforcedand reorganized by
been received,but it is supposed that the Russians,who are crossing RoumaniaandHuii.
butchery was committed for money, as the gary in large numbers, and that since this influx
family is rich."
the Semans have fought better and seem more
The yellow fever is epidemic at Savannah, likely to hold their ground kgainstthe Turks.
Ga., and many deaths are reported.
... .A London dispatchsays “ the hop harvest
is progressing everywhere.Estimates based
WASHINGTON.
upon trustworthy information give the probThe followingis the public statement for the able crop as follows-:In England, two-thirds
month of August :
of tho quantity grown in 1875 ; Germany,
one-quarter; and Belgium one-half.’
blx per cent, bonds,.,....| 884,999,660
Five per cent, bonds ...... 713,320,450
The new 4^ per cent. United States Government funding loan is reported to be popular in
Total coin bonds ..................
f 1,697, 320, lai
Loudon, causing a decline there in consols.
Uwful money debt ....... $ 14,000.000
The town of Bt. Hyacinthe, a suburb of Mo»Matured debt ............ 3,021,210
Legal tenders ............. 869,401,336
Certificatesof deposit....81,880,000
Fractional currency ...... 31.355,311
Coin certificates ..........29,969,800

treal,has been almost obliterated by fire. On

amount to

guarantee

success, to complete which, on petition of 280

At Hastings,Barry county, the other day, a tax-payersofpte city, tho city liquor tax for
sod,5 years of ago, of George Wolcott, was
ttimyser was donated to the enterprise bylhe
caught in the tumbling-rod of a threehing- City Council at its last meeting. The road is
machine, and instantly

killed.

P

known as the Mar8haU,Coldwaterand Mackinaw railroad, and will terminate at the las
Craig was passingBar Point, Lake Erie, one of
named place. Maj. Anderson, with a few of
her deck-hands,named Fred Helmor, jumped
our enterprisingcitizens,will no doubt be
A Detroit dispatch

says :

“As

the steamer

overboard and drowned Linpyif P

held in grateful rtemembrange by the people of

Mr. J. K. Stevens, of Saginaw City, one of

Wah-Wah-Sum crew, has been appointed a
member of the executive committee of the
the

Marshall for the active

taken in

p.irt

this

en-

terprise."

Thebe are

National Amateur Boating Association.

four State tickets before the peo-

ple of Michigan, bearing the followingnames:

One morning last week a train on tho
Michigan Central railroad ran over Edward Governor—all.
Dwyer, a former engineer on that road, killing

Oroswell

W. L^^Vebber

Lieut. -Governor—A. Sessions.
8 y-of-8t»te—E. G. D.

J.-

Somw

House

Holden. G. “
him instantly, at a street crossingin Detroit. Treasurer— W. B. McCreery. J. q Parkhumt
Joseph Hall, of Lambert vi He, Monroe Auditor-General— Ralph Ely. F. M HollowTv
Com. L’d-Offlee—B. F. Partridge.O. W. Greene
county,is 93 years old, and draws a pension Attorney-Oen.-O.Kirchner. Martin Morris
8npt.
Pub. Inst— H. 8. Tarbe]]. Z. Truesdel
for service in the war of 1812. He prides
Member B’d Bd -W. J. Baxter. J. M. B Sill
himselfon his garden, its variety of products,
Prohihitinn
A. Wltami
freedom from weeds, and general appearance. Governor—C. K. Carpenter.
Governor—L. Sparks. E. Curtis
One day last week a little son of Anson Lient.8y-of-8tate— A. Btegoman. m. Moore
Graves, living northwest of Portland village, Treasurer—J. G. Parkhurst.A. L Chubb
Auditor-Gen.— F. M. Holloway. D. K. Smith'
was drowned by falling into a tub of water
Com. L’d-O.— J. H. Richardson. F. L. Brewer
standingin the yard, during the temporaryab- Attorney-Gen. -A. J. Chapman. D. p. Sagendornh
"

’

™Sm.‘!la»,«Uri?,U8
wind- 8prGad with B«ch
hunTotal without interest ............. 462,606,447
dred houses were destroyed. The flames
Total debt .........................
$2,176,947,758 ceased only when there was nothing more for
Total inte'rtst...................... 24,292,944 them to devour. A groat* many people are
is

to $30,000, the requisite

5 and 20 years of age.

from $13,000

tions to tbo road in this locality

between

*

rapidity that in three or four hours six

rendered houseless, and there

the school censns just takeu,

Last Baginaw has 5,155 school children

Anderson were secured. In

Greenback.

the 3d inst a conflagrationbroke out, and,

Cash in Treasury :
Coin ......................
$62,511,956
Currency ..................
11,666,805
Specialdepositsheld for redemption of certificates
of deposit ............... 31,880,000

Accordingto

services of Maj.

six weeks he advanced the individualsubscrip-

much suffering

8uptrt

sence of his mother.

Member

upward

toSl-IL

fi’d Ed.—

„

8.

E. R.

Tarbell. J. W. McKeover
Clark. L. R. Damon

TnE'nuptials of M. E. Halladay,proprietor
' v - A genera! engagement, probThe total vote of the State during the last
ably the heaviest of tho war, was fought be- of the Briley House, at Battle Creek, and Matfour years has been os follows :
tween the Turks and Servians around Alexinatz tie Briley, daughter of the former proprietor,
I km.
on Monday, Sept 1. The Servians,according
Rep. Temp.
A train on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
President..........99,881 *
Mr. William Briley, were celebrated at the
136.199 1,271
Total
in
treasury
.................
106,058,762
to all reports, wore defeated with severe loss
ran off the track near Harper’s Ferry, a few
1873—Regents...........68,082
86,700
1,113
A London dispatch of tho 4th says: “Tho hotel a few evenings since. Both parties are
Governor .......... 105,651
111,519 3,937
days ago, and roUed down an embankment into Debt less cash in the treasury......... $2,098,301,311 Turks, after beating the right wing of tho
Supreme Court .... 91,870
well known and highly esteemed in Battle
117,951 .....
Decrease of debt during August ...... 8,111.936
Servians,made ifflank movement in the direcDecrease since Juno 80. ’76 .......... ^257 403
Creek, Mias Briley being one of the most ac’Including
the
O'Conor
vote.
tion of Krasevatz,their object being to reach
Bonds issued to the Pacific
’
. G. Bhipley, the
Debgrade. The entire militaryposition ia complished pianista in that city. Tho presents
Companies, interest payable in lawful
At Saginaw City, last Saturday evening,a bold
gineer, who was found in five feet of water
money: Principaloutstanding ...... 64,623.512 changed. Tchernayeff is marching with the were numerousaiid valuable.
attempt was made to break jail by six of the
wedged in his cab, with both hands Interestaccrued and not yet paid.
646 236
bulk of hw army toward Krasevatz.He has
The following are the shipments from Bay prisoners confined in the upper corridor of
Interest paid by the United States .... 32,08o!218 telegraphed to Belgrade for reinforcements,
grasping the throtUe of the locomotive
John S. Waring Sc Co., of Yonkere, the heaviest Interest repaid by transportation of
and the Servian Ministerof War has ordered City during the month of August, taken from the county jail. The night previous they had
mails, etc, ......................
6,924,562
hat manufacturing firm in the United States
uen. Antitchto march to Krasevatz with 12 000 the Custom House books: Lumber, 45,500,- succeeded in getting a cell door off its hinges,
Balance of interest paid by the United
jMed, with liabilitiesamounting to about
men. ....There is great depression ’ in
BUtes ................
25.155,666
000 ; lath, 1,750,000 ; shingles, 8,500,000; salt, the lock of wliich had been taken off to be
5400.000, of which 8198,000is due to New York
tho iron trade of England and Scotland,and an
A Washington dispatchsays that during the
banks.. They employed 700 operatives . The
unusual number of failuresare announced, 27,000 barrels; hops, 2,500,000 bushels ; lum- repaired. This door was to be used in prying
Gun Rock House, at Hingham, Mass., a well- week ending Saturday,Sept. 2, the following
ber, 178 cubic feet; staves, 250.000. Total open the corridor door, bat was found too
known summer resort, was burned last week. changes of stations of troops were made: men?1118 * great mau-v pooPle ont of emPloylumber shipment from the river during August, heavy and long for then- purpose, when they
The loss is 8150,000.
A third of the business part of Seaforth,
Company A, Fifteenth infantry,from Fort
72,000,000.Total from Saginaw river for the took a bench some six or eight feet long, reTHE WEST.
Wingate, N. M., to Fort Craig, N. M. ; Company Canada, has been destroyed by lire ... An acseason,275,000,000feet.
moved the legs, and by drivingthem under the
The city of Ban Francisco was visited by a B, Fifteenth infantry, from Fort Craig, N. M.,
count of the fighting around Alexinatz on the
The records of the Auditor General’a office bottom of the door, and at the same time using
disastrousconflagrationon the night of the to Fort Garland, Col. ; Company D, from Fort
Garland to Fort Wingate; headquarters Six- 1st inst., as given by a London Times corres- show tho following amount of receipts and their levers against the top of the door, they
29th ult. The large block bounded by Branteenth infantry from Newport barracks,Ky., to pondent with the Turkish army, indicates that
nan, Townsend,Third and Fourth streets, was Mt Vernon barracks, Ala. ; CompaniesF, G and the moat severe battle of the war was fought disbursements at the State Treasurer’s office succeeded in breaking the upper hinge and
swept away, and over 200 poor families turned I. Eleventh infantry, to Chevenue agency, on that day. and that the Servian army under during the month of August, 1876
made the opening sufficientlylargo for one at
out of doors. The loss will aggregate about Dakota; Company H, Eleventh infant- Tchernayeff was badly defeated and disorganBalance on hand July 31 ............... $1,089,107.37 a time to squeeze through. At this time the
8500.000. One fireman was killed and several ry, to Standing Rock agency, Dakota. . .Gen. ized. It appears that the fighting was almost Add receiptsduring August ........... 45,521.33
turnkey thought he heard some unusual noise
by : the arinured during the progressof the fire.... Bhendan telegraphsGen. Bhorman that he has exclusively,fqrried
in that part of the jail, and in going to ascerThe boiler of a' steam threshing-machine at suspended Agent Burke, of Standing Rock, tillery of the opposing forces, and that the
..... . .................$1,134,628.70
work at the farm of John Harris, near Lone who. it is believed,has been snpplving the Turks, being better supplied with formidable Deduct disbursements same time ...... 73.846.41 tain the cause, arrived just as the leader had
Jack, Mo., exploded the other day, killing hostile Indians with beef intended' for the batteries, approached slowly but surely, silencgot about half way through the opening.
George Cobb and a young man Powell, ’and military on the frontier.
ing one after another of the batteries of the Balance on hand Aug. 31 ............... $1,061,282.29
senously injuring James Steward. John Harris
besieged, until, thinking further resistance Decrease during the month ............ 27,825.80 Seizing a cudgel he succeeded in turning them
Ex-Becretart Bristow has renewed the useless,the Servian soldiery, panic-stricken,
Mbs. O. W. Rounds, of Wenon'a, one morn- back without assistance. Tho plan, if the
and a man named Potter.
lease of his house in Washington....The in- began a hasty and disorderlyretreat toward ing last week threw herself in front of a loco- prisoners had succeeded in getting through
Advices from Hays City, Kan., state that a
structions of the Attorney General to United Deligrad. According to this correspondentths motive at the Midland-streetcrossing, and was this door, was to stand near the outside door,
water spout burst in Kill Creek Valley, Osbern
Servian losses were very heavy.
States Marshals, regarding the coming elecinstantlykilled. The Coroner's inquest ren- and when the turnkey came in to lock them
county,one day last week, and flooded the entions, have been issued. They charge mardered a verdict of suicidewhile temporarily in their cells, to knock him down and rush out
tire bottom in about fifteen minutes. Horses
shals that protectionmust be afforded to all How the Snow Falls in August at Rome.
and cattle, crops, etc., were swept away, and citizens while registeringor voting, and from
insane, exoneratingthe engineer of the loco- before the outside door could be closed.
[New York Times Rome Correspondence.]
Mrs. Brighton and her two children and Mrs. violence or outrage on account of their votes.
I went day before yesterday to Santa motive. Mrs. Rounds has been partially in- Henry Simpson, the loader in the attempt, is
Green were drowned.
In cities of more than 20,000 inhabitants,
sane for several years, and had once attempted confinedon a charge of forgery, awaiting his
Three men were instantlykilled and six special deputy marshals are to be appointed to Maria Maggiore to help keep the festa
to cut her throat. Deceased was 50 years old, trial at the October term of the Gratiot
of
the
Madonna
della
Neve,
wliich
falls
more seriously injured— one of them fatally— carry out these orders, and soldiera or civilians
may be summoned as a posse to assist marshals on the 5th of August. It is the most and leaves a family highly esteemed.
County Circuit Court. He has served one
by thd explosionof a steam engine which was
in the performanceof their duties, which is poetical of all the fetes of the year, for
term in tho State prison. George Bntler. is
Bats
the
St.
John's
Republican:
“A
hew
running a threshing-machine on the farm of not to be impeded by State laws or officers, n
what romantic young lady of a devout enemy of fruit trees has made its appearance awaitingtrial in the same court on a charge of
C. B. Jones, four miles south of Dover, Minn.,
POLITICAL.
turn could desire to see a prettier sight
one day last week.... A courier who left the
arson. James A Brownley and John Frawley
Congressman Clymer has been nominated than that of a fall of snow in August, iu the orchard of Mr. John Keisling, of Bengal
camp of Crook and Terry on the 20th of Autownship, and other orchards in that locality, are awaitingtrial for burglary. Wm. Greeland
for re-electionby the Democrats of Berks and this in the form of the pure white
In the form of a green worm nearly three ia charged with highway robbery, and James
county,Pa.
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leaves of the jessamine flower, from
inches in length,and about three-fourthsof Hkl with larceny. There are twenty-eight
openings in the ceiling of a beautiful
driaonere now in the jail.
was held at Saratoga on the 80th and 31st ult. church ? The illusionis perfect. Down au inch in diameter,with horny projectionsat
t
rea80n 10 beUeve
either
end
-those
at
one
end
being
rod,
and
that the Indians are almost destituteof food, Horatio Seymour was nominated by acclama- comeMie flakes, zigzagging slowly in
Detroit Prices Current.
and traces left m the deserted camps indicate tion for Governor. Lieut. Gov. Doreheimer the long descent, some finding a lodg- the other yellow. Those mammoth worms will
Wheat, white, per bu .............. $ l
1 os
that they are reduced to the extremityof using was also nominated by acclamation for ro-elecment upon the bonnets of worshipers strip the leaves from an apple or plum tree in Wheat, amber, per bu .....
-•
1 04 <4 1 07
raw mdee for food. All the Snake allies have tion. The remainder of the ticket is made op
50
of tho gentler sex, some smiting the a very short space of time."
gone home, the Crows remaining.Gen. Crook
Oats, per bu ............ .......
Judge of the Court of Appeals,
33
" 1 00
fully expected to strike Bitting Bull in a few Robert C. Earle ; Canal Commissioner, Darius heads of penitents of advanced years,
Tiu} Detroit Free. Press says the party of Barley, per 100 lbs ............
per bu .......................
6u
days Advices from the Black Hills state that A. Ogden ; State Prison Inspector, Rob- and covering at last tho pavement with twelve bootblackswho were sent to Philadel- Rye,
55
Apples, per brl .................... 1 00
the Indians raided the road between Custer ert H. Andereen — The ConnecticutRe- a thin, soft, fragrant carpet. The legend
1 25
Beans, unpicked, per bu ........... 60
phia
with
the
Knights
of
Pythias
oxenrsion
by
60
and Deadwood on the 20th of August and killed publicans, in convention at New Hain which this festa had its origin must Luther Beecher, when the time arrived for Beans, picked, per bu .......... so
85
Weston Smith, a minister, and three miners
Butter,
peril)
....................
]7
x18?1 ?eek’ nomiuated the following
20
named Ike Brown, Polling, and Mason ticket for State officers : Governor, Henry C. be repeated,and it is this : Many hun- starting homo went to the wrong depot and Beeswax, per lb ...........
30
carrying off their stock. On the 22d Robinson, of Hartford ; Lieutenant Governor dred years ago, in fact, in tho fourth
Dried apples,per lb .......
8
wore left. Through the kindness of Henry T. Errs, per doz .............
Indians made a raid on a party five F. J. Kingsbury, of Waterbury ; Secretaryof century, a patrician convert to the
11
Hops,
peril) .......................
0
Brush,
who
telegraphed
to
the
Knights
at
New
miles south of Coster City aid 'billed State, Gen. F. A. Walker, of New Haven; Christianreligion had a vision, in which
10
Hay, timothy, per ton ......
10 00
James Kidd, Samuel Wallace,Jacob WeiJly,and Treasurer, Jeremiah Olney, of Thompson
York, the tickets were returned and the boys Hay, mixed, per ton .............. s 00
... 8 00 4 9 00
rhompsom The Indians are supposed to be Comptroller, Eh Curtis, of Watertown. Ex- he was told to build a church, and both came home. During their forced stay in Phil- Hay, marsh, per ton ..........
6 00
Northern Sioux from the hostile camp on the President Theodore D. Woolsev, of Yale col- the site and the dimensions would be inStraw, per ton .................l\ 700
adelphia
they
were
kindly
taken
in
and
cared
road to the Agencies.Jones says the country iege, and Hon. Marshall Jewell, were nomin- dicated by a fall of snow. Tho most
PoUtoes, per nu ..................55
60
is fnl! of Indiana —
Four miners,Fred Hen^ ated for Presidentialelectors-atrlarge TTie
Honey, comb, per lb ..............
18 4 20
elevated point of the Esquiline Hill was for by tho proprietors of tho Grand Villa Hotel.
Chickens, per pair ..............
kauff, Bn, John Cox, August Bhankerkiu^d Democrats of Iowa held their State conventionat
55
The boys pooled their earnings daring the trip Chickens, dressed, per lb .....
10 ,A
... 10
Fredenck Shankerkauff,Jr., were suffocated Des Moines on the 80th ult. The nominations that pitched upon, and there the church
11
and
on sotting up after their return, each boy Turkeys; live, per lb ..........
10
was
built,
and
received
the
title
of
Holy
11
byToul air, in a shaft near Central City, Col
are as follows : Secretaryof State. John StubeTallow, per lb .............
a few days ago. Bhankerkaaff descended into ranch, Marion county; Treasurer, Wesley Maria of the Snows. Of comwo, the had $11.03. Tho boys who went with the Light Hides, per lb ..............
7*
6
the shaft to prospect, with a view to resuming Jones, Des Moines county ; Auditor, William present is wholly different from the Guard excursion pooled their earnings in a Pelts, each .......................3o ff/i 1 25
work on it. His protracted absence led his Groucneg,of Pottawattamie; Judges of the
is
“
original structure,'for it has been sev- similar way, and the shares amountedto $17 Wool, unwashed, per lb ........
father to follow him. and the other victims fol- Bupreme Court, Walter J. Hayes, Clinton;
Wool, fleece, washed, per lb ....... 28 (A 30
eral times rebuilt or altered, according each.
!\ool, combing ....................
35
lowed the father. All were dead before relief
ilham Graham, Dubuque; Attornev General,
< ouid be brought
to tho changing conditionsof Rome. It
A earty of young men from Detroit, after Wood, soft per oord ..............3 25 <4 4 50
C0,1°t-V; R®g»*er of the
Wood, beech and maple, per cord. 4 75 ,4 5 00
Accordingto the recent census taken at the State Land Ofbce, Capt. N. C. Ridenour, Page is now known as Maggiore, as it is the fishing all day last Sunday near FightingIsland, Wood, hickory, per *)rd .......... 5 75 (4 6 00
Red Cloud Agency, it appeare that there are county. The Democrats of the First and major of all the churches dedicated to started for home in a sail boat. When abreast
becond Ohio Districts(Cincinnati)have re- the Virgin Mary. Here tho body of
the sand dock at Sandwich they were hailed by
THE MARKETS.
nl^000^1*08’
a!1 t0,d’
point, the nominated Messrs. Sayler and Banning for the present Pope is to bo laid. Only a
number of growing males being but 1.000 Congress Hon. Bela 31. Hughes has been
a party coming up tho river in a steam yacht,
Thu census will be used as a basis in the issue
few years after the accession of Pins
NEW YORK.
who asked them if they did not want a tow.
Governor of c<)loradoby the
of rations in the future, and the mauv bucks Domocrate
IX. to office, he caused the foro to be
SF™
............................
7 60 (412 00
They
said
they
did,
when
the
steam
yacht
drew
who now had rather fight than eat will vorv
Hooh ..........................
6 25 i4 6 75
Gov.
Jacob,
of West Virginia, has’appointed made in the floor before the high altar,
Cotton
likely go with empty stomachswhen the winalongsideand threw them a painter. Charles
11
13
Flour— Superfine Western
. 2 65
ter season
111
Samuel Price United States Senator,in place of in the style of that of St. Peter’s, with
(4 4 25
flights of steps leading down ; the whole Foissoy, one of tho men in the sail boat, Wheat— No. 2 Chicago, new.
Allen
T.
Caperton,
deceased.
Chicago reports three murders in one day,
Cohn— Mixed
«
lined with rich marbles, the spoils of reached over the side of his boat to catch tho Oats— No. 2 Chicago, new ........
35 (rf. ..
GENERAL.
and it wasn’t a good day for killing people
then on a trail which was estimated at 10 000
pon.es. Camp-firesindicated seven distinct
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Upon

either. Mike O’Leary called upon his wife,

from whom he had been separated,and
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t&ke, f

Gen. Shor- ancient Rome.
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p°L
„ * ciored brother named
Perry Hereey. The ball missed

The AmericanAssociationfor tho Advancement of Science has just held a very intersting

ti,n

and perforated an Ifric^n
Lg*“. Wling him almost imuEu?

intended victim

session at

Buffalo. Tho next meeting

will be

held at Nashville.Tenn. ..... A Toronto diepatcasays: ‘ The great drought -throughout
Matthew Callaghanafter an absence from
the province has given rise to many bush fires.
wife of > year, retimed and found her
habitingwith a coloredgenUeman. He armed Live stock is suffering in many places for
himself with a piatol and went to the house
"6 driTen l0,,B di>-

&

™
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wound.

cl^m.

2

fCMTKrisWiS

vious

weT

cently cDicted

in

conundrum which

nu^as

Z

on hi, nnn, in which

sickeningwork of eating the

hiS $

day.

Capt. Liddell refused either

to apologizt or uncover. The Chairman
directed him to retire, and Capt. Liddell was informed that the course he
had chosen to pursue would be commuSantander and Cadiz forcSba before
nicated to the Horse Guards. But the
•ItoBAMs from tho Servian Capital repre- next day after this the Captain thought
sent that there is a keen anxiety among the better of it, and on entering the court
people to hear of an armistice.The recent removed his cap, and, addressing the
fighting before Alexinatz has been greatly «- Bench, said, that in the course he had
adopted he meant no disrespect.

N^l

fMlipgo;jii»IOMy hM been

S’&eet
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4

2

A

from
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A Constantinqpledispatchof the 29th ult
mto the face of the woman. The bullet entered Bays: “A Cabinet council, at which all the
her mouth and lodged in the back of her neck, grand dignitaries were present, has resolvedto
inflictinga death
^ depose the present Sultan, Morad, andproA correspondentof the Chicago- Tribune,
Hamid. The chanae will occur
who left Gen. Terry’s camp on the 31st of shortly, certainlybefore the beginning of tended to watch the proceedings,and
the next RaUdan, the great annual sat, as before, covered. He was asked
August, reports the columns of Crook and
feast of the Mohammedans.”
Vienna by the presiding magistrate to remove
Jf17? “ having separated and moving indethe same date says: “A Council
pendently, neither commander having much of Mm inters has been held in Constantinople ms cap, and courteously reminded that
apology was due to the Bench for his
pe^Ce prop08alB of which the
outhne has been given to the Grand Vizier by persistentrefusal to do so on the pre-

have completely fizzled for this year. Where
.n^n4yo,theIndians now ij or whera
tb?y my k® expectedto bo hewd

Rye— Western
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Curious Scene iu an English Court.
search was promptly made and continued until
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about twenty acres under cultivation, and yet
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1(1
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order to testify against the deserter. On bus Dels of turnips, 800 bushels of potatoes,
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informs
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that
a
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years
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ho
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He then went for assistance, and
DISARMING THE 8AYAGES.
HORRIBLE TALE.
has resources, but they have been vastly
returned with long gloves on his hands
over- estimated.With the introduction
The Wild Pranks of a Texas Steer in the and his head covered with several folds The War Department and the Indian Qnefl- of a proper amount of capital, and the Wreck of a Japanese Junk-Story by Two
tlon— Anticipated Trouble with the Agenof the Survivors.
Streets of New York.
of mosquito netting. He had to scrape
ejection of the cut-throats, gamblers aqd
cy Indians.
[From tbaEsa Frandsoo Alta.)
[From the New York Sun.]
the bees from the horses with his hands,
thieves, it may be made a reasonably
[WashingtonOor. N»w York HeraM.]
The British bark Abbey Cowper has
and finally got the norsel away, but subThe War Department has resol veil prosperous country.
arrived in port with two of the survivors
upon mustering alb the available troops
of a wrecked Japanese bark. The story
ter' jor
ow- which can be sparqtb from the field at
PROF. HUXLEY.
shaip as a needle, and eyes like a stag,
of the survivors is a horrible tale of
ing day they attacked the owner’s house, the different agencldS 'and reservations
was yesterday one of a large drove landmisery.
The
Groat
Scientist’s
Impressions
ol
and the family were compelled to vacate. preparatory to a determined course of
CATT. NELSON’S STATEMENT.
ed at the foot of East Forty-fourth —New York Sun.
America.
action looking to the subjection of the
street. The smell of blood from the
Capt. Nelson, of the Abbey Cowper,
Prof. Huxley, the distinguished EngIndians to full coAplianoa with ti>e laws
many slaughter houses in the neighborfurnishes the following : On July 3, at
JESSE POMEROY.
of
Congress and the regrihAions of the lish scientist, now bn a visit to this
hood maddened him, and he forced his
4 p. in., latitude 37 deg. 10 min. north,
dountry, recentlyattended a meeting of
way through the cordon of shouting Commutation ot the Sentence of the “ Boy Indian Department,when the experilongitude 167 deg. 35 min. east, light
ment
of
disarming
them,
besides taking the Amerioan ScientificCongress at Bufwith the White Kye.”
butchers and started at a gallop up
west-northwest winds and heavy swell,
away their ponies, and subsequent re- falo, and, being called upom for a speech, sighted a vessel bearing south-southeast,
[Bontou Cor. Chicago Tribune.!
Fortv-fourthstreet, followed by a throng.
as follows
He had a clear way, and did no harm The sentence of Jesse Pomeroy, the moval of the tribes to the Missourior responded
apparently dismasted and with signals
“ Since my arrival I have learned a
Indian
Territory, will then be atuntil he reached the west side of the boy-murderer, was to-day commuted to
flying. Bore down upon her and sent
great many things, more, I think, than
city. There a party of boys threw imprisonment for life, the Executive tempted, which can only be done with
the cliief officerwith the second lifethe presence and assistance of a large ever before in an equal space of time in
stones so annoyingly that the steer de- Council voting 6 to 3 in favor. It is
boat, who returned with two men and
force of troops at hand. There is great mv life. In England we have always
termined upon mischief. At Seventh understood that the case of Pomeroy has
their effects. Found it to Be tho Japtaken a lively interest in America ; but
avenue he turned and ran to Fifty-first been most thoroughlyreviewed and ex- apprehension felt here that it will be
anese junk Coki Ouraan, Tateurua Sawaccompaniedby positive resistance and I think no Englishman who has not had
street, scatteringthe pedestriansin all amined by Gov. Rice and the Council of
gnra, late master, bound from Hakodadi
an open outbreak.Those who know the the good fortune to visit America has
directions. Then he turned down Fifty- the present year, and every known
to Yokohama ; had left the former port
Indians and have studied the situation any real conception of the activity of
first street. Among the few who did source of informationhas been carefully
on the ttk of November, 1875, and had
the population, the enormous distances
not get out of his way was Miry Hughes, searched for any new facta, or evidence say that there is great likelihoodthat
been dismasted,after which it had
wliich
separate
the
great
centers
;
and
who was wheeling an infant of Mrs. bearing thereon. This has been done there will be hard fighting then on the least of all do Englishmen understand drifted helplesslyabout. The master
Beach, of 318 West Fifty-first street. more with regard to a right decisionof reservations and at the agencies, because
how identical is the great basis of char- aud nine of the crew had died from four
The steer made straight for the girl, the case than from any sympathy with the Indians will not submit without acter on both sides of tho Atlantic. An to six months ago of scurvy, and the
knocked her over, and tossed the car- Pomeroy himself, or any sentimentalor great resistance,if at all, to the surtwo survivors had salted them down in
render of their arms and ponies. When Englisman with whom I have been talkriage and baby high in the air. Mary morbid palliation of his crime. There
the hold, the stenen from which was horthe probabilityof the transfer of the ing since my arrival says : ‘ I cannot
was severely bruised and a little fright- is
rible. They had thrown the c^rgo of
doubt that the decision is
find
that
I
am
abroad.’
The
great
feaened. The child escaped with a slight the honest convictionof those upon scene of hostilities thus from the Big
salt fish overboard. The two survivors,
tures of your country are nil such as I
bruise, but the carriage was a wreck.
whom the great responsibility of the Horn, Powder River and Rosebud sec- am familiar with in parts of England Katanma (mate) and Toma Kitclii
tions to the agencies was discussed with
On went the steer, followed by a thou- trying duty has developed. Public
(sailor), were in a most desperate condiand Scotland. Your beautiful Hudson
sand yelling boys and men. At Tenth opinion has been much divided on the an officer on the staff of a General of the
tion from scurvy, the former being perreminds
mo
of
a
Scotch
lake.
The
avenue he turned down. A man ran out subject, and, perhaps, with all the army to-day, he said: “Well, I don’t
fectly black and entirely helpless ; the
marks of glaciation in your hills remind
with widespread arms to stop him, and knowledgerespecting it which the Gov- know but it would bo a good thing for
latter not being so bad, but both very
the United States troops if the field of mo of those in Scottish highlands.
in an instant was tossed on a pile of ernor "'and Council possess, this public
much emaciated,having had nothing but
“I
had
heard
of
the
degeneration
of
sand. At Fiftieth street he turned east- judgment would have come to the some operationswere so changed. It would
your stock from the English typo. I dry rice, what fish they caught, no water
ward. In Broadway, James Mitchell, a result. At all events there will be gen- settle tUe thing which must sooner or
have not perceived it. Some years ago but when it rained, and latterlyno fire,
conductoron the Broadway railroad, eral relief in knowing that the matter is later be decided, that the agency Indians
having used everythingavailablefor
one of your most distinguishedmen of
was getting off his car to go the stables. settled. 'Pomeroy will be remanded to must submit to be deprived of their
burning. The junk was a complete
letters, equally loved and admired in
He saw a steer walking slowly down the the State Prison and placed in a cell by horses and arms as a guarantee of their
England and America, expressedan wreck, her bottom being covered with
street, but paid no attention to him. himself, and therein compelled to labor future peacefuland harmless condition.
opinion which touched English feeling sea weed and barnacles.
The next moment he heard some one for his own support. The new prison The means of their going on the warTHE SURVIVORS’ STATEMENT.
somewhat keenly— tlint there was a difcry, “Run, Mitchell, run; he’s after now buildinghas several of these work- path and committing murders and other
On
tho 9 tli of November wo sailed
ference between your women aud ours
you.” Mitchell did run, and the steer ing cells, and to one of these, when com- outragesmust be taken from them.” This
from
Hakodadi
to go to Comiclii, and
after reaching a certain age. Ho said
ran, too. Just as the conductor was en- pleted, Pomeroy will be taken and there will be done if it takes the whole army,
loft the latter on the 12th for Yokohama,
our
English
women
were
‘ beefy.’ That
tering the stable door, the steer caught end his days. There is little danger and is now the branch of the Indian
with a strong south wind. Hove the
is his word, not mine. Well, I have
him. One long horn went over his left that any future Governor and Council case which the War Department has unjunk to for four days. Ou the 16th the
studied the aspect of the people that I
shoulder, grazing his cheek, and the will interpose pardon in his case, and, der consideretionfor solution. People
have met hero in steamboats aud railway wind changed to the northward, blowing
who
are
interested
in
the
frontier
conother struck his left shoulder,ripping as the last Legislature changed the law
very hard. Wore ship to attempt to get
carriages, and I meet with just the same
off coat and vest. He was hurled vio- so as to require the court, instead of the tinue to have fears that when the agency
back to Hakodadi. As night came ou
faces, the main difference as to the men
lently against the side of the building, Governor and Council, to fix the day of Indians are started up, as they will be,
the wind increased,and in a very heavy
being
in
the
way
of
shaving.
Though
I
bruising his face, and unfittinghim for execution in capital cases, we shall not they .rill strike out in a stampede for
should be sorry to uso tho word wliich squall carried away the mast. Cut the
duty for a day or twS. Then the steer be likely to have a second Pomeroy case the open country and fall upon the setend of the yard aud fished the mast
tlements for revenge and marauding Hawthorne did, yet in respect to stature but upon making sail the mast again
charged toward a group of boys. All in Massachusetts.
purposes. The opinion is entertained for fine portly women, I think the aver- broke aud the yard was washed overgot out of his course except little John
here with much apparent satisfaction, age here fully as great as on the other board. A sea striking tho rudder carPenny, who lives at 172 West FortyHorrors of the Shampoo in Japan.
accompanied by a corresponding wish, side. Some people talk of tho injurious
eighth street. The steer tried to toss
A tired friend, who had walked far, that the Bioux under Sitting Bull may influence of climate. I have seen no ried it away also. The wind still blowing
him,A>ut the sharp horns missed him sent his Japanese servant to fetch a celein a successionof gales wo were entirely
traces of the ‘North American type.’
by a hair’s breadth, and the little fellow brated operator. Two old women came. finally go into the British American posYou have among you the virtue which is helpless. On the 21st of November, the
was knocked down and trampled on. One practitioner took the patient, the sessions to relieve the frontier as well as
most notable among savages, that of junk making much water, and likely to
His injuries are severe. At Fiftieth other, unasked, took me. Both were the army for the time being, and show
founder, wo came to the determination
whether their boasted good will for the hopitality. You take us to a bountiful of throwing the cargo (salt flab) overstreet the steer entered the alleywaythat
wrinkled, plain-headed, brown female
British government affects their better dinner and are not quite satisfied unless
leads to Makey and Mitchell’s building
persons, with carefully blackened teeth
we take away with us the plates aud board, which was accordinglv done ;
establishment. There was a scattering and shaved eyebrows, to prove their en- nature or will influence them to bo less
spoons. Another feature has impressed and from that date to tho 20th of Decemof the workmen, and the multitude tire respectability.I saw my prostrate disturbingas an element of population.
ber we drifted about, not knowing
itself upon me. I have risited some of
surged around the entrance and tried to comrade on the flat of his back, and this
your great universitiesand met men as whither, when our fresh water aud fire- .
A Loss to Chicago Journalism.
shut the doors. Sergt Russell, of the terrible old black-toothedbeing clawing
wood were entirely gone, and then our
well known in tho old world as in tho
Forty-seventh street police, with a party his throat and the place where his heart
Chicago reporters mourn the depart- new. I find certain differenceshere. misery commenced in reality. As a last
of Ins men, were there, but before the ought to be and his dinner was. I tried ure from that city of a family by the
The English universities are the product resource wo broke the sauce-pan up for
doors could be closed, the steer came to sketch them, when my own left leg name ot Gammel, the several members
fire-wood ; then managed to keep
of Government, yours of private mutearing out. When he saw the immense was grasped, and down I went beside of which have delighted the journals by
nificence. That among us is almost strength and spirits up till the begingathering in the street— the Sergeant my friend. Up one leg and down the furnishingno end of subjects for local
unknown. The general notion of an Eng- ning of January, when, to increase our
says there were 3,000 at least — he other, up arms and down, traveled the notices. Since Christmas Mr. Gammel
lishman when he gets rich, is to found horrors, sickness made its appearance
stopped— lashed his roan sides with his talons of that terrible old anatomical has fallen off a house, drawn the first
an estate and benefit his family. The amongst us in the shape of scurvy. On the
tail, gave a low bellow, and turned witch with all the skill of a surgeon bent prize in a Southern lottery, cut off three
general notion of an American when for- llthof January the first death took place,
back. Then the doors were quickly on vivisection. Every muscle seemed fingers with a circular saw, and had a
tunate is to do something for the good namely, tliat of Chogers, a sailor. On
fastened, and the policemen and Mr. to be familiar to her fingers as strings sunstroke.Mrs. Gammel has hail a forthe 14th the captain, fciawgum, worn out
of the people and from which benefits
Mitchell began firing at the steer with to a harper. Each, in turn, was pulled tune left her in England, her pocket has
and dispirited, and whose body was
shall continue to flow. The latter is the
revolvers. Before he was brought down, and roUed and stretchedand replaced been twice picked in the street cars, and
swollen to double its size, expired.On the
nobler ambition.
he broke many panes of glass and de- exactly where it ought to go. The knee- her quarrel with Mrs. Doolittle about
the 23d another sailor, Otto Kitchi, died
“ It is popularly said abroad that you
molished valuable woodwork. As soon pan was rolled about and eased ; the their liens produced one of the most
have no antiquities in America. If you raving mad, and whose body was peras it was safe to go in, he was hit on the soles of the feet were slapped and the comic cases ever tried before a police
fectly black. Ou the 28th Bung Kitchi,
talk about the trumpery of tliree or umr
head with an ax. A rope was fastened ankles arranged. Every bit of the bodv court. Her daughter, Miss Sophia
thousand years of history, it is true. tho cook ; Kidorza, Skidgro and Taski,
to his hind leg and thrown over a beam that would have suffered from hard work Gammel, was once abducted from the
three sailors, died raving mad, and ttyeir
But, in the largo sense as referring to
above. He was drawn from the ground, was treated with the Skill of a dress- Hayes school and not found for four
times before man made his momentary bodiep swollen from drinking salt water.
and his throat cut with a carpenter’s maker folding crumpled clothes. ‘ Ari- days, when she was discoveredat Ripou,
appearance, America Is tho place to study On the 29th of March, Thero Kitchi and
drawiug-knife.
gato,” said I, when properly smoothed Wis., whither she had gone to study for the antiquities of tho globe. The reality aud A. Itchi, two sailors,died also, ravout “Thank you.” “Arigato,” said the srage, tin J a few months later eloped of the enormous amount of material ing mad. On the 20th of May, Matoz
How a Bird Flies.
my comrade, who was a Private Secre- with on Italian count, by whom, in a here has far surpassed my anticipation. Tara died, completing the list oi deaths
The most prominent fact about a bird tary in the Gladstone Ministry ; and domestic quarrel, at their castle on the I have studied the collectiongathered aud leaving us two survivors anticipating
is a faculty in which it differs from every then we presented coins in paper to the shores of Lake Como, she was stabbed by Prof. Marsh at New Haven. 'There is a similar death. But, fortunately, on
other creature except the bat and insects operators and compared notes. “Do seriously, returning to hej parents’ none like it in Europe, not only in ex- the 24th, heavy rain came on, which en—its power of flying. For this purpose, you like it?” “Well, not much.” home to furnish no less tnan three edi- tent of time covered, but by reason of abled ns to save a small quantity of
water as a stand-by,any previousshowthe bird’s arm ends in only one long “How do you feel after it?” “Much torial articles.
its bearing on the problem of evolution;
slender finger, instead of a full hand. as I felt before.” “So do I.” Some
The youngest son, a youth of 13, has whereas, before this collection was mode ers having been so light as never to supTo this are attached the quills and small thirty and odd years ago I was tired and also earned the gratitude of the report- evolution was a matter of speculative ply our immediate wants. This refeathers (coverts)on the upper side, dusty, and took a Turkish bath at Napoli ers by furnishing the following para- reasoning ; it is now a matter of fact cruited our strength and enabled us to
which make up the wing. Observe how di Romagna, in sunny Greece. A very graphs to the papers, as shown by a and history as much as the monuments move about, and on the 4th of June we
light all this is : In the first place, the muscular old Greek shampooed me, and summary of his brief but brilliantcareer, of Egypt. In that collectionare the had tho good fortune to eaten fifteen
bones are hollow, then the shafts ol the I never shall forget him. I can see him published in and compiled from the files facts of the successionof forms and the fish, which supplied us with food. On
feathers are hollow, and, finally, the now in a haze of steam. He cracked of the Chicago Tribune:
history of their evolution. All that now the 2d of J nly we replenishedour stock
feathers themselves are made of the every joint in my body. The last thing
July 5— Blew off his thumb.
remains to be asked is how, and that is of water, and on the 8d we had the joyful sight of seeing a vessel (the first
most delicate filaments, interlocking and he did was to cross my arms on my
Aug. 27— Fell off shed and broke four a subordinate question.”
since our sailing),which boro down upon
clinging to one another with little grasp- chest, kneel on them, put a hand under ribs.
us and took us off our floating tomb,
ing hooks of microscopicfineness. my back, and give a sudden wrench,
Nov. 3 — Put torpedo on Van Buren
How ElectricityTravels.
and which proved to be the English
Well, how does a bird ny? It seems which made something about my shoul- street car-track.
How long does it take to transmita
simple enough to describe, and yet it is der-blades crack like a whip. Since
Dec. 17— Fell while skating aud broke message through the Atlantic cable? bark Abbey Cowper, and were most
a problem that the wisest in such mat- then I have read the Water Poet’s de- left leg.
The New York Journal of Commerce kindly treated by Capt. Nelson and the
crew, by whose care and attention we
Feb. 26, 1876— Set fire to Mr. Ives’
ters have not yet worked out to every- scription of breaking a man oh the wheel.
has been investigating this question,
were both restored to health.
body’s satisfaction.This explanation, The Japanese proceeding is the least barn.
and, simple as it looks at first sight,
Katsuma, Mate.
by the Duke of Argyle, appears to me unpleasantof the three ; but I don’t
April 3— Arrested for stealing hens. there are many singular and interesting
Toma Kitchi, Sailor.
to be the best : An open wing forms a seem to care much about being sham- Case compromised.
points in the answer. When tho elechollow on its under-sidelike an inverted pooed again. — Campbell's Travels.
April 19— Stole $96 from his father tricity is applied to the cable at one end,
saucer ; when the wing is forced down
and started for the Black Hills.
two-tenthsof a second pass before any An Archbishopno Match for a Woman.
the upward pressure of the air caught
April 26— Captured while camping out
Base Ball in Delaware.
At a grand marriage which has just
effect is felt at the other end, and three
under this concavity, lifts the bird up, • At a match played in Wood dale, be- at Dexter park.
seconds are consumed before the full taken place in Paris Fame, Mme. Carmuch as vou hoist yourself up between tween the Avalanche and Centerville May 6— Arm broken by a base ball force of the current is in action. The valho had agreed to sing m the church,
the parallelbars in a gymnasium. But
clubs, the Centerville clnb came out bat.
first signal is felt in four-tenthsof a but the cure, upon applying to the archhe could never in this way get ahead, best. The Avalanches declare that they
July 4— Blew out eye and burned off second, but the following ones go bishop for the necessarypermission,was
and the hardest question is sail to be an- would not have done so had it not been his hair whilo celebrating the centennial
throngh more rapidly. As many as sev- informed that on no account could the
swered. Now, the front edge of the for the assistance rendered by a cow, with powder in a glass bottle.
enteen words have been sent over the great prima donna be allowed to sing in
-wing, formed of the bones and muscles Which, upon the ^strikingof a ball,
Atlantic cable in one minute ; fifteen a sacred edifice. This was a sad blow,
of the fore-arm, is rigid and unyielding,
Mining in the Black Kills.
picked it up in her mouth and ran away.
can usually be sent under pressure,and but the great lady whom it annoyed was
while the hinder margin is merely the
This puzzled the umpire, and it took
Young Richardson, mistakenly report- twelve words have been sent all the way equal to the emergency. She prevailed
soft flexible ends of the feathers ; so
the united efforts of six of the Ava- ed killed by* the Indians, has a letter from New York to London in two min- on Mme. Carvalho to hide herself bewhen the wing is forced down, the air lanoheb to get her to disgorge the ball,
jrom the Black Hills in the Springfield utes. A fact not yet explained by the hind the organ, and then put a lad with
under it, finding this margin yielding two holding her by the tail, two bv the
Republican. At Deadwood he saw scientistsis, that the electricity does a missal in his hand to stand up in the
the easier would rush out here, and, in
horns, one choking her, and one holding perhaps fifty claim owners taking out not move as rapidly from New York to choir and pretend to sing while the prima
so doing, would bend up the ends of the
donna poured forth her enchanting
his hands to receive the ball when the from $60 to 82,000 daily. Five out of London as in the opposite direction.
quills, pushing them forward out of the
cow delivered it.— Wilmington Com- six of the other miners were not making
notes. The choristerboy had an imway, wlncti, of course, would tend to mercial.
Grasshoppersin Colorado.
mense success, but they had to send him
expenses, and two or three thousand
shove* the bird ahead. This process,
The hoppers came last week in num- away next day, so many churches conmen, who had invested their entire capquickly repeated, results in the phenomLand Measure*
ital in reaching the hills, in the belief bers that were wonderful. At times the tended to lay hands on him.
enon of flight.—
Ingersoll, in
We give the followingtable under the that they would find gold plenty there, swarm was so thick overhead that there
Scribner for September.
Took a Change of CUmate.
impression that some of our friends on are now without employment, and with- was a perceptible difference in the heat
and
brightness
of
the
sun’s
rays,
and
McCall,
the murderer of Wild Bill,
out
means
to
live
or
get
out
of
the
rethe farm may find it useful should they
Ferocious Bees.
desire a simple
arriving at gion. The placer diggings af the Dead- here and there they were so deep as to has left the Black Hills. It is stated
A pair of hones, valued at $400, be- the exact size of fields or patches under wood region are all taken up. Quartz resemble clouds of smoke.. They did that, a few days after the mock trial,
longing to Dr.YVebb, of Boonton, N. cultivation :
mining is the only resource left, and not fly far before they came down, and CaKfomia Jce— who was notin the Hills
J., ..ere attackedby bees a few days ago, 5 yards wide by 968 long contain 1 aero,
murder, and who was
even that caiuict be made remunerative in such numbers as to make travel disa- at the time
10 yards wide by 484 long contain
and were so fearfully stung that
* 1
' sore.
•rreeable.At evening the fences and a warin friend of the murdered manto
Its development
V died. The day was very warm, and tho 20 yards wide by 242 long conUin 1 acre.
mauds capital with which to bring in trees and sides of houses were literally called McCall from his cabin and in*
40 yards wide by 121 long contain 1 acre.
animals perspired profusely.On passmachinery and reduction works. There covered with them. Some of the trunks quired significantlywhether the sir o£
80 yards wide by 60)^ long contain 1 sere.
ing by six or seven hives, it is supposed 70 yards wide by G9)£ long contain 1 acre.
are too many men in the Black Hills for of the trees were absolutelyinvisible, so that region was not rather light for him.
the odor from the horses offended the 60 feet wide by 726 long contain 1 acre.
the extent of the country’s resources. close did the grasshoppers sit together. McCall responded that he found it so,
the bees, for they attacked thU anfakli 110 feet wide by 369 long contain 1 acre.
The heavy frosts and snows will set in At sunrise they were again at their work and tnereupon took up his line of march
in swarms. The driver tried to unhitch 120 feet wide by 863 long contain 1 acre.
soon, and after that the mines will be of devastation. The damage to corn and foi the States. It is believed that if
220 feet wide by 198 long contain 1 sore.
the horses, but was unable to do so in 240 feet wide by 181}$ long contain 1 acre.
closed until March or April Richard- garden truck is incalculableaud awful. California Joe had been present at the
consequence of their plunging and kiok- 440 feet wide by 99 long contain 1 acre.
son thinks that the region undoubtedly — Color ado Banner,
‘ trial ” McCall would have oeei banged.
ON THE RAMPAGE.

ing.

;

:

no

;

‘

^

(Signed)

•

__

method

they

the

o*

^

‘

HOLLAND
CITY NEWS.
— —
- -

WALL PAPER

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK.

tf you wish

o

There is a decided improvement in some and curtains of every description, and all
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low us
branches of trade, and the prospect for a
the lowest.
H. MEYER & CO.
good healthy fall business is encouraging.

Saturday, September 9, 1876.

Centennial.

In

many departments of

At
-

American Biitorioal Srenti.

fre-

quently obliged to take orders for future

1850, Territory of Utah organized.

delivery, as their productionis sold ahead.

10,

1818, British fleet surrenderedat
Lake Erie.

Prints, cheviots, dress goods, certain

“

11,

1774, Battle of Brandywine.

lar

4

12,

1814, The British landed at North
Point.

up to production at remunerative prices,

Sept.

4

4*

9,

McHenry.

“

14, 1847,

“

15,

'

Gen. Scott entered City of
Mexico.

^fowtusewntis.

weights of cotton flannels, and the popu-

makes

ginghams, are sold

of

closely

and the stocks in the bauds of the

1814, British defeated at Fort trade are small. Wool

18,

A large stock of Toys has just been
received at L. T. Kanters, from tnc cheapest to the best.

dry goods there is

more activity,and manufacturers are

is

Closing Out Sale

retail

and shoe trade

THE GOAL SALE.
Had not

the

is fairly

An improvement in

We

Illi-

REGARDLESS OF COST.

business is

confi-

would have been consider- dently anticipated. It may be slow and
ed as calmly us were the auction sales of gradual in its development, but there Is a
dry goods which have preceded it. The very general conviction that it has got to
ing to force up prices by

any

that it is likely to be

-o

come and examine our stock and

purchase.

WANTED.

--

of Produce

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

Store and Lot.

arrangedmonopoly, except as they depend have already started up with renewed
on the tariff, found their stock accumulat- courage, and many of those which for

The Store and Lot near the City Hotel, where at
present the Red Flag Is waving, fa offeredfor sale
far below the actual value and 04 easy terms.

by means her head under the better prices for print
of which they have been able to pay ten cloths. A few months since the prices
per centum dividendsduring a period in were down to about 8^ cents, and now
which most industries have been carried they are up to 4J^ cents, some even holdon at a loss, could no longer be maintained, ing for cents. This makes a very re-

CITY HOTEL,

ing that their close corporation,

were

the auction prices of dry goods

low-

er than the low prices of the regular sales,

Dwelling House and

would now probably be

at

My dwelling house and

at present, and

mSfeTow'p8rS L0,

Thursday, Sept. 7, 1876.
For
Clearances— Schr. Four Brothers, 65 cds

demand will be

sought.

goods has already awakened the eyes of
England mill-ownersto

the necessity

of finding purchasers outside of
is

their

own

already announced that

Pendsylvaniacoal will be placed in competition with the coal

----

mere pleasure—or

As the dullness of the home trade for dry

country, so it

of

West

The Rooms

_ ^ well furnished •with

‘nd

Great Britain in

According

we

*

Dead Animals.

DeLand &
which can,

in the least degree, be detrimental to
health. While the women of our country
tion of the country will be a valuable one entertain sentimentswidely differentupon
if it shall do nothing more than show to other matters, all concur in a verdict that
the industriesof Pennsylvania and New the Best Chemical Salaratus is the only infallible article in use for light and sweet
England that the “protections”for which
The lesson taught by the present condi-

bread.

The question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
undersignedwhose place ofbusinessisnear
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in readinesss to remove all dead animals at his
own expeuse, by simply notifying him

„

8TEWABT

A

T.

A.

what

Slewart

&

Co., in

Chicago marks
in the

will prove to be the first step

decentralizationof business in this coun-

try. Hitherto New York has been the
metropolis; the largest importers and jobbers have had their houses there, and all

—

s,

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
Son’s Hardware Store.

„

,

„

Holland. July

Wood

Produce.
I

have put up in our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-honse on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which Is now in good runningorder, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the

Grood Hotel.

prices.

14.

W.
J.

BUTKAU.
VAN ZOEREN.

187fi.

same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen ont so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber add timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting ont dec* planks and
any kind of ship timber are nnequaled.
All bills will be filled promptly and with despatch, and a fairdealing can be relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing. Also Wood, Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March

12.

1875.

w

>

am now preparedto take

I. P.

small at

<

o2

2w

B. P.

HIGGINS.

EH

g

© ©

<DO

s

a>

—

g

Has removed his business to

g
So

W 0

Street.

I. P.
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Repairing Neatly Bone.

5.18

&
0Q
o

o>>

H-H

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

GIVE US A TRIAL

w

^3

^03

2 B

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Will be pleased to see all his old friends andenstomers that requireanythingId the clothing line.
» e make, cat and trim to order anything in our
line according to the latest styles,and for the low-

>

*c

4-tf

est possible prices.

BOTTOM PRICES.

.

o
4-3

THIBOUT,

7U Monroe

Copies, large and

0
6JD

0)1

I

nish smaller quantities may be made.
T. E. Annis,
Secr'y of the Board of Education.
Holland, Sept 7, 1876.

§1
a>

public.

Photographs, Tin-Types,

The establishment of a branch house of

THE

“ 2

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of

such a good meal in four weeks as I had there.
The accommodations were first-classand meals
be, ter than I had found for a long while previous,
tnerefor I can recommend that House to every
travelerand to the public generally.You will find
the Landlord very accommodating and his prices
are very low. Go to the 43tna House for a good
meal and low
b
A Commercial Traveler, of New York City.
N. B. When yon slop In Hollandgo to the iEtna
House for a good meal and accommodation. I can
recommend this House to the traveler and the

jtyefiat Notices.

The Board of Education of the City of
Holland will receive sealed proposals until the 10th of October for the delivery of
one hundred cords of Beech and Maple
wood— one half dry the rest green — at the
Public School grounds. Proposalsto fur

Prop’r.

MEAT MARKET

We

trouble

& 00.

“

DEALERS IN

1876.

Sealed Propoiale,
A. T.

knit 1 pair cl tockiln fifteen

DeFeyter Bro

Ben hard Wick.
29-ly

28,

which they have so trustingly depended,
leaves them unprotectedeven against

MINDERHOUT,

W.

J.

thereof.

BOTTOM PRICES

they have clamored so loudly, and on

garments
mlnntei!Every

finish to all

’

that lesson learned, returning prosperity

the West Indies and South America, where discover anything in D. B.
Co.’s Best Chemical Sakratus
it has refused to seek a market.

the

FIRST WARD.

are learning economy; and,

so long

themselveswhen the' time of
comes.— W. Y. Evening Pott.

It will

published,

Unanimous Verdict.— The most rigid
analysis by good chemists have failed to

on

ground floor. Livery connected with the Hotel.

3

Holland, Aug.

is not far in the distance.

room has been fitted up

machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do Just
what is vfpresenttd. A complete instruction book
The undersigned have mutually agreed accompanies
each machine.
to dissolve their partnership and request
No. 1 Family Machine,1 cylinder.72 needles, $30.
— 1 1ST
the public to settle all accounts with Mr.
No.
“ 724100** $40.
K Slooter who will continuethe business A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
at the old stand.
nited States or Canada, (where we have no agent),
express charges pre paid, on receipt of the price.
F. Slooter,
Agents wanted In every State. County,City and
James E. Higgins.
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be
The undersignedannounces to the Public that
made.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 20, 1876. 2w
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
Address, BicKroRD Knitting Machini Mro. Co.
ready to supply their customers with all kinds
6.18-ly Sole Manufacturers,Brattleboro, Vt. now
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

ceeded our imports by $120,000,000. 80,
last,

the convenience of Commercial

With almost Magical speed,

Dissolution Notice.

our exports during the past fiscal year ex-

at

Floor.

Agents a large and well lighted sample

Now attracting universal attention by its astonishing performancesand its great practical valne
for every day family use. It ki '
variety of plain or fancy work

and elves peifect shape and

-

to statisticsjust

on First

Office

D. BERT8CH.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 5, 1870.

new and

| elegant .furniture.

“

any part thereof, apply to

all or

are spacious anil

10th

A Family Knitting Machine! For

wood, Chicago; schr. Banner, 60 cds bark,
fended the combination as necessary to Chicago; schr. Wm. A. Smith, 250 baskets
their prosperity (and ten per centum divi- peaches; schr. J. A. Johnson, Chicago, 80
dends), and it would be too great an incon- cds wood?' scow Spray, Racine, 40 m ft
lumber; sebr. Banner, Milwaukee, 50 cds
sistency to expect them to see any encourbark; schr. Four Brothers, Chicago, 1,400
agement in a decline of some fifty per R R ties; schr. Wollin, Chicago, 55 cords
centum from combination prices. We see wood; schr. Hope, Muskegon, 600 lbs butin last week’s prices no reason to modify ter and sundries; steamer Standard Ruck,
Chicago, 10 tons machinery;schr. Trithe demand which was made for a disrupColor, Chicago,20 m tight brl staves;scow
tion of the monopoly. Coal will still be Frederick, Chicago, 50 cds wood ; schr.
the vast element of wealth that has ever Banner, Chicago, 50 cds wood; schr. Wollin, Chicago, 55 m ft lumber.
since its use as fuel was discovered.It
Arrivals— 8c\\r. Banner, light; schr. W.
now occupies its normal place with other
A. Smith, light; schr, W. A. Johnson,
commodities,and will, untrammelled, to light; scow Spray, sundries; schr. Four
do its part, after the decline in its price, Brothers, light; schr. Wollin, 25 brls Vintoward setting the wheels of our indus- negar; schr. Hope, 24 m shingles; schr.
Tri-Color, 25 pkgs sundries; scow A.
tries in motion. If there is more coal
Frederick, light; schr. Banner, light; schr.
available than can be sold at a profit one Wollin, light; schr. Mary, light; schr.
of two things will happen; either a small- Four Brothers, 20 pkgs sundries; schr. Tri
er amount will be mined— for capitalists Color, 20 pkgs sundries.

New

fil,

POET OF BLACK LAKE.

The coal-owners express astonishment
make dreary predictions;
but this is only natural. They have de-

sources of

No.

S

to sustain themselves remarkably well.—
private sale Eotton Advertiser.

at the result and

new

lot,

during the hard times they seemed

in fact

to take its natural course.

for

„ The Pn<?prletor announces to the Pubic that no

sale on easy terms.

street, Is for

had the combination allowed the market

do not work long

Lot.

110,1,0

so the auction price of coal is below what
it

HOLLAND, MICH.

'O'

broke it up, and asked the public to take a spectable margin of profit, with cotton at
large amount of coal at its own price. As its present price. The Fall River mills are

much money

and at

will be receive

Holland, Mich., Novembers, 1875.

ing, and offered them at any price in order some time past have barely been able to
to “touch bottom” and give room for fur- hold on and live are now making money.
ther production. The coal-owners, find- Full River is again beginning to hold up

not borrowing

Provisions etc

judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to
|

continuous

and lasting.Many branches of business

artificially

Flour & Feed,

TTOLLA-ND, 3VriOH

invite the Public to

The undersignedoffershie goods for sale at almost any price. The stock is large and wo must
sell at alraostnny price. Improve this opportunity

last week’s sale

come, and

Groceries,

active. Flour has

combination, and were it uot an impor- trade.

dry goods manufacturers,without attempt-

Clothing,

Stoneware,

Michigan flours are in very fair
demand, and are very satisfactory to the

tant element in Wall street calculations,

Hats & Caps,

D. Bertsch’s Store IRIVER STREET,

nois and

unenviablenotorietyby the course of the

Notions and Trimming,

Goods,

fairly active.

been selling more freely, and the new

coal business secured an

t

Diy Goods
Furnishing

Crockery,

Leather is unchanged, and there is a steady
1882, Confederatestook Harper’s
demand for seasonable goods. The boot
Ferry, Va.

go

trade,

DUURSEMA&
KOFFERS,
• DEALERS IN

active and prices

and the market is

sen a well assorted stock

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

very firm. There has been more demand
for hides,

to

L,

I

other cities have been more or less depen-

dent upon

the

metropolis. This new store,

filled with a stock of

000 and

goods worth

$3,000,

•

managed by Mr. William Libby,

Fresh Soda at the Fountain and the
choicest Syrups always on hand, and a
most enticing variety of delicious candies
at L. T. Kanters.

the real head of the firm pf A. T. Slewart

Bargains to be had at the Furniture store
of the undersigned at from 10 to 25 per
that they will gain nothing by ; going fur- cent, reduction, for cash only, for the next
ther east than Chicago. That city wiil be- 30 days, on account of a probable dissolucome the distributing centre of the great tion of partnership.
J. M. REIDSEMA A SON.
west, selling its goods to every State between

&

Li

501 (Broadway, JTezv Yorlc.
Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

Co., is a notice to western merchants

4w

the

Rocky mountains and

the

Ohio. Chi-

CHR0M0S & FRAMES.

Alhais,

cago is already a great distributing point.
No Dissolution of Partnership but all
For the firms of John V. Far well & Co., kinds of furniture etc., as cheap as the
and Field, Leiter & Co., each do a busi- cheapest for cash at
We
H. Meyer & Co.
ness amounting to quarter of Ja million a
these; but the establishment of such a
house as Stewart’s is, so

to

bpbttoieiiiil

For

E. B. Cigars go to L. T. Kanters.

speak, “stickTo

And

are the Headquarter* for every thine In the
way of

Stereopticons and
ic

OonnmptiTea.

a full line in Ladies’

O

Furnishing Goods,
1

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

Photographic Materials.

day, and there are others second only to

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

Stereoscopes & Views,

Panic Prices.

4w

1875. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1876.

and

Summer Shawls,
and Kid Gloves.

Cloaking, Spring and
Parasols, Fans,

Mag-

Lanterns,

Hats

for

50 Cents and Upward.

marking a centre. Mr.
Being Manufacturer?of the
Libby is sure to be followed by H. B.
The advertiser,having been permanent- Micro- Scientific Lantern,
All the latest styles in Ties, Ruchlngs, Collars and Cuffs, and a full assortment of
Stereo- Panopticon,
Claflin & Co., and others. William E. y cured of that dread disease,ConsumptEdgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool and Canvas.
ion. by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
UniversityStereopticon,
Burlock & Co., the largest shirt manufacknown to his fellow sufferersthe means of
Artoptieon,
turers in the country, with a factory at cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
Advertiser's Stereopticon,
Bridgeport, Conn., are the first to follow, copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
Gall and
No Trouble to
Ooods.
SCHOOL
LANTERN.
FAMILY LANTERN,
having telegrapedat once to a Chicago charge), with the directions for preparing
PEOPLE S
’
attorney to lease a store for them Aear and using the same, which they will find Each style being the beat of its class In the market.
a jure tore for Consumption, Asthma,
Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Co’s Patterns of GarStewart’s. Will anyone be rash enough
Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions
ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.
to predict that another generation will not
ing in a pin” and

Examine.

Show

LANTERN.

^lpn«on^UCp,e,;a^l!hing

New York store the branch and
Chicago the headquarters

,hC Pr,;-

see the

Tim's.

94

Pom

Michigan6

8t^

—

wilSburgh,

N. Y.

n®ber Wa,8h« Holland,

for

nsing sent on application.

mi

Aay iBtsrprltlag

HTCut
nece.-ffl

can asks moiiy with a fezio
Laatsrs.

out this advertisementfor refer-

L.

S. VAX DEN BERGE,
street - - - - Holland, mioh

&

eighth:

Mrs. Chas. Scott has arrived home from

lotting

Prices of grain in the European mar-

Clifton Springs.

Mortgage Sale.

kets have slightly risen.

in the condition* of
!
certain Indenture of Mortgage, bearing date the twerty-ninthday of April fn the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sevI have on hand a large stock of
enty lour. Made and executed by Henry Samelt and
Emma Samelt hlH wife of the city of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,parties
of the tirft part, and Charles Storing amt Melvin A.
Storing, of the same place, partiea of the second
part, and recorded In the office of Register of Deeds
iu and for the County of Ottawa aim State of Michigan. on the twentv-eighth day of May, one thousand
Of the neatest style* and best qualities which
eight hundred and seventy-four, at eight o’clock a.
I offer at greatly reducedprices.
m of said day. in Liber *Z’ of Mortgageson page four
hundred and eleven. And whereas there is claimed
to be due and unpaid at this date on said Mortgage
*uw of one hundred and fiftytwo tdollars and
the sum
fifty-two
thirty-eightc<mt*(|15.\88)for prtuclpal,
ml, and Inter
lor in law. or

payment

Mr. O’Brien, proprietor of the White

Prop. Beck has arrived home from the

Pigeon Arffv*, called on us

East.

the

from Cleveland. 0.

East. He

will preach in Hope

the thirty -eight States

elect Governors this

Rev. Dr. Phelps has arrived home from

Rkv. J. W. Warnshuis, has received a
call

Twenty-one of

week.

this

lall.

Salaries of employes on the Michigan

Church Central roac^have been reduced 10

to-morrow.

Edward D.

Grand Haven, has

Curtis, of

received the appointment of cadet to

We understanda new butcherahopis to
opened in Vennema’s store. The more

Point from this district.

.

Prince Imperial of Austria

will

The
at 11

Holland will meet

Classls of

on Wednesday next,-

fpu,

autumn on a two-years’tour
buildinga
through Europe and America.
n n in n

at

The Bessemer antiseasickvessel
crossing the English channel is

-

Tiie Republican County Conventionwill

-

The

-----

-----

---

W.

C.

the 13th day of September.

for

failure,

Green, Democratic candidate for

---

-«•*-

-

The

the other.

^

Classis of

Grand River

is

culled to

meet on the 20th day of September, in the

Tiie Republican Township caucus is
called at Zeeland to meet at the shool-

Reformed Church
A. M.

2d
10

Grand Haven

at

at

house on Tuesday the 12th day of Septemand syrup from watermelons has been

The Republican caucus

Town-

for the

Andros

tablished on

ship of Holland is called to meet at the

es-

Island, California, in

the Sun Joaquin river.

-

--

The hired man

«•»

a slice.

of A. Elferdink

his right foot nearly off, on

chopped

1

V

.

_____

7"

w°ods on fire” is the raging cry
East< „undre(l9 o( ucre5SorSJ
,(lnd in New Y(jrk unJ p,nn lva.

,IE

.
are being destroyed by the

lege

20th day of September at 9 A.

M.

Appli-

The

Oil

Howard & McBride, Alt' ye for Mortgagee*,
The above sale is adjourned until the 19th day
of September,A. D. 187ti,at the same place and the
same hour as befoie.
A R E WOLTM AN, Sheriff.
Dated: Grand Hvven, August 22. 1876

^

Window Shades,

I

Feathers

HOUSE, STORE

still

one

of the prominent

A

features of this city.

tion

of 1874.

-

--Mr. John

Ann Arbor

C. Post left for

easy.
Hollant, Mich., March

join the excursion of the State University

to Philadelphia. Tickets are issued

On Friday of

last week while attempt-

ing to clean bark

-

at

and LOT.

Baby Carriages, &c.

w

from under a

circular-

-

--

threughoutSpain and the southernpart of
France.

wagon

a

on Sunday evening,although happily not

Flour

finder to return

out this

r,.day,mplKH Ltou,30WMOr
The

|

great work of Merle D’Aubigne

away with his hand on the barrel, thejf Fifield & West veer have fruit on on the RefoYmationIn Europe is at last
hammer caught and discharged a loaty/* hand now, so that nobody need complain completed,by the publication of the sev-

HoWer, now

shot through his right wrist.
it

is

hoped he

enth volume, on the Reformation in the
country where it grows. So has Mr. A. time of Calvin. It treats of what is comFlletstra,who will take orders and pur- paratively new matter to English readers,
chase them for parties who cannot con- embracing the history of the Reformation
veniently do so. Give them a call and in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Hungary,

will retain the use of his

hand.

Mr. Hubert

of the Detroit Public Leader,

has written up this town In beautiful style.

This time, however, the

is

—

--

--

According to

on the contrary, it

cial correspondent) but

!

the tone

Eastern papers business

and news

is

-

John

ninty-fifth birthday recently,her three

has

sons— triplets— fifty-nineyears old, were

impetus, and if the bursting

ship to South America, our whole ship-

present. When they were born their
father was ofl'ered $100 to name them
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, but his pa-

ping interest will become hc*althy and

triotism was greater than his avarice, and

lively.

he

must in

full

while at work on

Monday

last, on

Mr.

Bartil’s new building,
depot, at

near the Holland
Grand Haven, accidentally slip-

ped and

fell

arm

all started

blast. Ship building also

new

of the coal combination will lead them to

Rysdorp. son of Henry Rysdorp,

Messrs Welton & Akeley have bought out the
stock and trade of M. P. Vissers and will continue
the business at the old stand. If good goods and
low prices will continneto draw them their heavy
trade they are sure to retain it. A general invitation
Is exteududto all to call and visit the crippled auo
tioneer.
Holland, Novemberll. 1875.

BOOTS & SHOES

HEROLD,

E.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

- --

L.

NOTICE’

8PRIET8MA & SON.

Holland, February

1874.

20,

-*d-iy

SLOOTER

F.

Has just removed to hi* new and capacious
store on the corner of Kish and 8th street, opposite
Haverkato’s Hardware Store, where I will constantly keep on hand a full stock of

Flour, Feed, Groceries

and Produce.

Gents,

Which

Youth and

named them Washington, Jefi'ersonand

Mr. Seymour, in a

letter

declining the

The Annual

nomination for governor by the Demo-

elbow.

I will sell at

LOW PRICES

Misses Wear.

School Meeting was held

-

excitement prevails at Grand State Convention is officially requested to effectuallymerged into the Common CounLedge, Mich., over the discovery Tuesday reconveneon Wednesday, Sept. 13, at noon cil and the Board of Education, both of
morning of a flow of crude oil running at Saratoga, and nominate a candidate for whom are elected at the usual spring elecfrom the sewer under the Denison house governor in place of Horatio Seymour,

de-

For CASH Only.

Odr thanks are due

abundant, and the whole village is excited

tions. Exit, (practically)of the Annual

The

Mr. A. Yisscher and

gallant Col. I. E. Messmore, of

Geo. S. Harrington for peaches presented Grand Rapids, closed his speech at Alle-

over it. Puilsful have been gathered, and

I

will also take Butter and Eggs in Exour goods. Goods will be
delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.

change for

CASH FOR COHN

and OATS.

F.

J. 0.

DOESBURG,

mu

School meetings.

clined.

and spreading itself over the
Grand River. The flow is quite

to the river

surface of

ON SHORT

DONE

Cash Paid for Hides

Ladies,

cratic Convention,says: “For some on Monday evening,but further than listVan Der Veen was called,who secured
months my health has been infirm, and a ening to the reading of the report, no busithe elbow iu positionand set the broken
Full line for the Winter trade.
recent illness has unfitted me for mental ness was transacted. The business of these
bone and the patient is doing well.
or physical exertion.” The Democratic meetings, formerly so interesting,is now
Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.
-«•»-

-

mmi

.

o

Dr.

Great

AND

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

Etc.

Monroe.

to the ground breaking his

at the wrist and dislocating the

---

Mrs. Patience Remington of

up

have “seen double.” Nevermind, Hubert, quite a
we’ll forgive you.

--

-

When

of the

etc.

picking up rap- North Smithfield,Conn., celebrated her

put on »o thick that one involuntarily idly. The cotton mills have

regrets his lack of vision; in fact, he

•

Poland, Bohemia,

look at their stock.

a spe-

examine.

of being unable to obtain Iruit in the

article lacks trans-

parency,(a very upusual thing for

Intention Is to offer those good* at low
price,and we request the trading public to call and

River Street, Holland.

complete the tunnel.

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

•

Country Produce,

they got across the channel in two years at a cost
summer about 1,450,000 feet. Jos. of $4,000,000,. Four years more and
an additionaloutlay of $20,000,000will

Gents,
Misses

Onr

Oats, Potatoes,

camp,

of the Latest Styles of

Ladies,

& Feed,

be

ton,

Uunt.

Shoes.

Youths,

Bran, Corn,

the catastropheand kindly requests the

bis gun against a tree and while taking it

It is

Bolted Meal,

logging for Mrs. Wards’s mills at Ludding- used can bore a drift nine feet in diameter

it.

and

new stock of Goods has just been opened,and
we can state to the Public that It has been
bought expressly for this season of the year. ' *

Provisions,

on the tunnel across the British

Hoogstradt & Neiland,who have been 1877. The tunneling machinery to

A

Groceries,

his leg in two places. He lost his watch by

Mich., have broke

M. Reidsema & Son.

J.

3-tf

Dry Goods,

Channel is to begin on the 1st of July,

might have broke

seriously injured. It

Work

1875.

—

— AT

DEALERS IN

good for sixty days. Berlin, Germany, and also the unprece- and nearly torn out of the socket. Amill undoubtedly have a good time.
dented number of cases of sunstroke putation was found necessary.

Mr. W. Butkau was run over by

3,

At Greatly Pednced Prices

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

$14.00, and will hold

They

beautiful assortment of

Welton & Akeley, Eoots

As a curious fact we note the announce- saw in Mathews & Frazier's mill, at Marment in the European papers of grasshop- tin, Mich., a man named Chas. Hugepers in vast amounts around the city of bone had his arm caught by the saw

to

—

shingle-mill of Coveil, Nufer & Co.,

other shingle mills.

third more than in the correspondingpor-

Feather Beds.

-also

FOR SALE!

that part ol the

The Union School commenced on Mon- miles of railroad have been constructed in 12.277.000shingles, being an average of
day morning last with a full corps of the United States. This is more than 106.000 per day. Let us hear from some
Educationis

&

fire king,

ing. Dr. Broek was called in to help the cations for admittance will have to be
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, belngon the South
at Whitehall,Mich., cut during a period
poor man and expresses the hope of saving made at 9}£ A. M. of the same day.
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
of one hundred and sixteen working days, Holland. Thu buildings are all new, It Is a desthe foot.
irable location for any kind of bulsiness. Terms
Since the- beginning of the year 1,220 extending from April 7th to Aug. 22nd
D. TE ROLLER.

teachers and a large attendanceof pupils. twice the mileage reported in 1875, and a

Cloths,

Wall Paper,

J

also houses, barns, fences, crops, etc., etc.

differentdepartmentsof

STORING

A.

Mortqaqeet.

a single pine stick.

Hope Col- It is a public calamity in
will be opened on Wednesday,the country.

The

Monday morn-

JUST RECEIVED

We

Carpets,

^.

J

s'

---

and now has a chain six feet long made CHARLES STORING and MELVIN

,

citizen.

--

weighs 3G0 pounds clean. Take

Specialty.

gan.

rr htfb
A7

, i

------

-

may

Senator Ferry arrived home last week
ber at 2 P. M.
,
,
.
-\ oSaturday,
and Grand Haven gave
A tremendous fat hog for this season of quite an ovation. Grand Haven has goo*
the year is hanging on the hooks at Geo. reason to be
he proud
nrond of
nf her
tier distinguished^
< wtiniruiuluxii
nia
Van Duren and H. Van der Haar— it
----

y'or«

The

from

townhouse to-day, the 9lh day of Septem-

i

«

Furniture,

A factory for the manufacture of sugar

ber.

- ••••••

y

VAN RAALTE.

oi ^State, has withdrawn from the State ticket.
largest peach of the season we got

way and 8^ inches

part thereof:f>ow thertfornoth* l* hereby
W
'iv tuxntyycond
fit
u y i/f
y,W.v®n
k»t on TWtfay., the
day
of
up in a few days.
Auguet, one thou wuid ui^ht liundrud and aeventyWill be on hand to wall ou his friends and cus
i*lx.at one o’clock In the afternoon of said day, at
--tourers and
the front door of the County Conit House, In the
didn’t the last dove return to the city of Grand Haven in eutd County of Ottawa and
ark? Because she had sufficient grounds State of Michigan, that being the place for holding
the Circnlt Conrt for aatd county, there will he wild
for remaining away.
at pub]ic auction or vendue to the highest bidder
the premise* diacribed In said Mortgage or ho much
thereof an may be necessary to aatiufy the amount
The Planing mill of H. W. Pearson
due and payable on said Mortgage,
Interest
mortgage,with
v
Co., of Spring Lake Mich., commenced thereon at the rate of ten pur cent per annum, and
D. B. K.
all the legal costs and charges of such foreclosure
running again last week.
and sale, and also an attorneyfee of twenty-five
dollars,as provided for in .aid Mortgage, In case
proceedingsshould bo taken to forclose the same.
strongestcoal combinationthat The
following is the description of the lands and
ever existed, as far as we know, isWsted. premisesas appears In said Mortgage,to-wlt: All
that certain parcel of land, which Is situated In the
This
have a very good effect.
City of Holland, Ottawa County,State of Michigan
A largo stock of
and Is farther described as the east half of lot numhail it with joy.
ber four (4) In block numbered twent' -nlue (29) In
said city according to the map thereof, of record In
The champion whittler lives in Michi- the office of the Register of Deeds, of Ottawa
County,as of the Village of Holland.
He has whittled for three months,
Dated: HollandMay 19th, A. D. 1876.
/’f811.''

&

this

from G. J. A. Pessink’s, it measured 8J4
inches one

start

Makes Custom Work a

--

^ commissioner of the land office, in

Bakker

J. O.

Kep®,

and expects to

Why

and has been sold to be broken up.

Grand Haven on Wednesday

be held at

a

cider mill

cl.ir.en, T!

^ -

Sept. 13th,

A. M.

QMm, *

Ou,. enterprising

start next

Zeeland

month.
--

be held at Grand Haven on the 20th of
this
is month.
. >.

----

The

the merrier.

The Democratic County Conventionwill

West

of a

Boots and Shoes

per

cent.

Rev. J. Huizenga, of Mattoax,Va., has
accepted the call from Holland, Neb.

BOOTS & SHOES

Default having been made

NO.

70,

hi

- -

mami

SCOTER.

CROCKERY!

EIGHTH STREET.

From and

after this

date,

I

I)rug8,

intend to devote to this line of
us. They were splendid and the best gan on the 26th of last month, thus:
Medicines,
trade the necessary attention,
“Great stress is laid by the hullionists
we have seen this year. Having become
to it. There is either a big sell or a genuPaints and Oils and will keep on hand* a comacquaintedwith the peach dealers in Chi- on an honest money, and keeping faith
ine flow of crude coal oil.
Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
cago during our long sojourn in that city, with the bond holders. I am in favor of
— —
plete stock of White Granite
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pure.;
Frank Yates, of Grand Haven, won the we are safe in giving the advice to ail who paying the bonds accordingto agreement,
and C. C. Ware.
Trusses,
amataur championship for single sculls at ship to that market that it will pay them the same as I am in favor of paying all
liberal deduction to
it

burns readily when

a match

to

is applied

--

-

well to assort their, fruit rigidly,and ship

the recent aquatic contest at Philadelphia.

men honestly. There is, however, another

assortedlots, and running perfectly phase of this honest money businessand
even
through the entire basket or package. keeping faith with debtors, that has been
(N. Y.) Club, and Ackerman of the Atlantas of New York city, were the entries. By doing that they will obtain better entirely overlooked. There were one
million boys in blue in the field during the
Courtney withdrew, leaving the matter to prices.
Courtney and Yates of the Union Springs

it in

war. The government promised to pay
Another travelerto the Centennial. the thirteendollars ta month in gold as
Yales pulled a superb stroke of 82 to the
minute until just before the finish when he Dr. Gee and wife will leave this morning wages. They did so the first time, but
increased his speed going over the line to be gone about a month. He Deeds a rest, after that iu greenbacks. Which has deAckerman.

be decided between Yates and

Counter, Cloth,

Hair and
Paint Brushes.
All the leading Patent Medicine*in the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by measure.

J. O.

Hollaid, Mich., July

^

years, this time being just about the

following delegateswere elected to the |in ,his community,having been necessiGeo. W

.

McBride and J. Van

I.

sets or in large

quantities. o
Rockingham and Yellow

TT

Ware

in

large supplies.
o.

J.

Vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

lars, the

boys in blue only received about

CapjpopJffed

Landegeid.f

10

it

«*PPort himself mainly by teach- ers is

mU8lc during the

first year.

He

has a

it

tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
day of payment. All busishall nave prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject

faith with the

tf

who

'?

!

'*

P. H.

Wilms,

THE WELL

KNOWN

PU°»

PUMP MANUFACTURER

ventured their lives in de- to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from allpolnti In Enrope
First ward, H. C. Matrau. Second
office with all the necessary appurten- fense of the union ?n
sold at my office.
furnish all and evenrbody with allklnda of Pu£p °
N. KENYON.
W. Cropley. Third ward, D. Te RollerTf^68 for his work. and has established a
Force Pumps, Rubber Hoae, Large Iron Vessel
We would like to hear of a bullionist 105
Fourth ward, M. Hoogesteeger. It was eputation in this vicinity. We wish him
that can clear up this truthful comparison
adopted that the delegates be instructed to
peasant journey and a safe return.
lo the satisfactionof the boys in blue.
cast a unanimous vote for D. B. K. V

ward

the boys

keep

1875.

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.

bondhold- Remittances made on
not also right to keep faith with ness entrustedto me

is right to

10,

Something /Mt
New

HOLLAND, MICH.,
second anniversary of his coming here. seven dollars and a half per month, thereDoes
a
general
Banking, Exchange, and ColAt the regular Republican caucus heldl He found a great deal of difficulty in by swindling them out of two hundred
lectionbnslness.Collections made on all points
at Roost’s store, on Thursday evening, the I bringiDg dentistry up to where it is now and seventy-fourmillions of dollars. If in the United Statesand Enrope. Partlcnlar attenCounty Convention:At Large,

who buy

I

his profession, d»ntal surgery, for the last fore, instead of paying them thirteen dol-

ponent. Time, Yates, 10:89; Ackerman,
two
10 :40. The water was in fair condition.
___

those

DOESBURG.

29, 1876.

for he has applied himself faithfully to preciated fifty cents on the dollar. There-

three boat lengths ahead of bis plucky op-

_

A

Chamois Skins,

re-

ifuire

Raalte for Representative of this Distru

The caucus then organized

itself

Hayes and Wheeler club by
Cappon president.

Go to Pesainks
Hues.

Jnto

elect!

y!
C

j

For

tic Pill

a

for a fine assortment of

For one of the beat Liver Pilla in the
market go to J. O. Doeaburg’a Drug Store.

CatharFor the lateat atyle of Domestic PatO. Doesburg’sDrug Store. terns call at D. Bertschs.

first-classAoti -Biliousand

go

to J.

6

i

Golden Machine

Oil.

BY THE GALLON, A1
J. O. DOESBURG.
Holland, July 7,

1875.

;wr^e?vpnmp^r011 ,ron Pnrape because they

the water.
Bi
Bnitnesaplace on River Street, between
and
venth street,Holland,Midi.

Temk

THE

IMLDBY

Oh

HEADED TYRANT.

MABY

E.

VANDYKE.

at his lodgings. Instead of taking a
cab, he resolvedto go by train to Gower
street, where his friend lived. If Opal
only knew what would come of that little
railway journey no earthly power would
have prevented her going with Montie
to the theater. He was thinking it was
a bother to go to the play, as it was sure
to be hot, and it would have been much
cooler in the back drawing-room with

,

the qaietMt home on e*rth had I,
No thought of trouble,no hint of care ;
Like a dream of pleasure the days flew by,
And Peace had folded her pinions there.
But one day there joined In our household band
A bald-headed tyrant from No-man ’s-land. .
I

that she was “very fond

of him and

of

balls at Willis’s rooms.”

made. Her

love was

no

use

if it

was

IF

selfish.

YOU

LOVE -ME.

BY LCELA CLARK.

Opal, driving in the Park, was
Next morning she wrote to Montague,
straining her eyes to see the be- asking for a moment’s conversationthat
loved form of Montague Garthorn afternoon. Then she went to Nellie’s
among the crowd of men leaning over lome. She rather wondered at the ap-

you love mo, tell me not ;
Let me read it in your thought ;
Let me feel it lu the way
That you say me yea and nay ;
If

tho railings.

jearanco of the house, but fancied the
_ __ Let bic see it in your eye
day Mr. Garthorn spent ady might |onl£v be staying there.
When you greet or jiass me by
Oh ! the despot came in the dead of night,
Let me hear it in the tone
with Oral, and evening after evening Blooming, blue-eyed Nell opened the
And no one ventured to ask him why
Meant for me and me alone.
Like slaves wo trembled before hie might.
with Nellie. Opal was so sweetly kind door, anil Opal asked for Nellie.
Our hearts stood stillwhen we heard him cry
Opal. Here his thoughts were inter- to him, sang and played for him, deIf you love me, there will be
“Why, I am Nellie. What do you
For never a soul could his power withstand,
Something only I shall see
rupted and the carriage door was opened, clared that something must be wrong,
That bald-headed tyrant from No-man ’s-laud.
Meet or miss, stay or go,
and a young girl pushed in. A girl with and besought him to have confidence iu
“ I want you to come home with me.
If you love me, I shall know.
He ordered us here and ho sent us there—
magnetic golden hair that seemed to her and to tell her his trouble. In re- Mr. Garthorn will be at our house this
Though usver a word could his small lips apeakSomething in your tone will toll,’
make a halo round her head, and saucer ply, he kissed her, told her not “ to wor- afternoon.”
With his toothlessgums and his vacant stare,
“ Dear, I love you, love you well.”}
And his helplesslimbs so frail and weak,
blue eyes, and a mouth like a Cupid’s ry, and that she was a foolish girl” And
Something in your eyea will shiuo
“Will he, really? Then he has not
Till I cried,in a voice of stern command.
Fairer that they look in mine.
bow. Nellie Wylde, the second woman directly his duty visit was over, he given me up, as father said. And I was
“Oo up, thou bald head from No-man ’s-land!”
who loved Montague Garthorn, met him rushed to Nellie’s house, where she met so unhappy, because he had gone away
In your mien some touch of grace, I
But his abject slaves they turned on me
Some swift smile upon your face
now for the first time, with her bright him with bright eyes, merry repartee, from me to marry his cousin.”
Like the bears in Scripture they’drend me there,
tv bile you speak not, will betray
baby-face covered with blushes, and with and kitten like caresses. She really was
The while they worshipedwith bended knee
“ Never mind about the cousin, Nellie.
What your lips cyuld scarcely say.
This ruthless wretch with the missing hair;
her tiny hands held out to him to help very lovable ; and it was no wonder that He loves you, and you only ; and now
For he rules them all with relentless hand,
In your speech some silver words,
her lift on to the seat a large parcel she this man, who so loved being made you will see him very soon.”
This bald-headed lyraut from No-man’s-land.
Tuning into sweet accord
had with her.
much of, fancied she was more wor“I must put on a pretty drees to see
All your bluntness will reveal
Thcnl searched for help in every clime,
“It is a new dress I have bought at thy of such love as he he had to give him in, Miss
Unaware, the love you feel.
”
For peace had fled from my dwelling now,
Westbourne Grove,” she told him, “ and than the woman who would have died for
Till I Anally thought of old Father Time,
“Garthorn.”
If you love me, then, I pray,
And low before him 1 made my bow,
I am going to sit up to make it to go to him.
Tell me not, but, day by day,
“ Oh, you are his sister. How kind
“ Wilt thou deliverme out of his hand.
Let love silent on me rise,
a ball”
Things could not last much longer of him to send for me I ” and she trotted
This bald-headed tyrant from No-man’s-land?"
Like the sun in summer skies.
He was charmed with the simplicity like this. Opal wondered why he did away to try and smooth her golden hair. —September
Atlantic.
Old Time he looked with a puzzlod staro,
of the child, as he considered her, and not come of an evening, and asked him
When Opal arrived home with Nellie
Ami a smile came over his features grnn,
condescendingly asked her her age.
“ I’ll take the tyrant under my care
to spend the following Monday with her, she hurried Uer into the drawing-room,
Pith and Point.
Watch what my hour-glass does to him.
“Seventeen, soon,” she answered. as she would be alone. He could not and waited herself outside the door until
The veriesthumbug that ever was planned
Dance
of
the peach-preservers—The
And then all the color seemed to die out refuse, so all day Sunday he spent with she heard Montague coming up. Then
Is this same bald-head from No-mau’s-land."
of her cheeks and leave her very pale. Nellie wandering about Kensington Gar- she brought him into the room, sayiug, can-cau.
Old Time is doing his work full well—
Ho watched her for some time, and then dens ; then to church with Mr. Wylde,
What is that which, by losiug an eye,
Montie, dear, I have brought your
Much less of might docs the tyrant wield:
her merry voice broke his reverie by and a delightful Bohemian supper in the little Nellie to you. You seo I have has only a nose left ? A noise.
But. ah ! with sorrow my heart wtU swell
Ami sad tears fall an I see him yield.
saying:
shop-parlor.Afterward came the found out your secret, and am so glad to
The Norwich Bulletin says : “A
Could I stay the touch of the shriveled hand,
“ I have been ill; this is the first time good-night ; and Montague told Nellie make you happy. Good-bye for the
I would keep the bald-head from No-man’s-land.
woman who makes a practice of borrowI have been out. Father would scarcely he could not come the following day, present.
ing a quart of milk usually makes a pint
For the loss of peace I have ceased to care
let me come; but I wanted my dress so because he had to see a cousin of his
And with a ringing laugh Opal ran np of retumiug it.”
Likf^other vassals, I’ve learned, forsooth,
much;” and then, withontwaitingforanyand then he went on to say that these stairs,only to throw herself on her bed
To love the wretch who forgot his hair
Boatman— Going to have a sail this
And hurried along without a tooth.
remark from. Mr. Gartbern, she asked if happy days must end, os he was going in a paroxysm of grief.
And he rules mo. too, with his tiny hand,
morning, sir? Auctioneer(out for a
he had ever been to a ball, and what away for a long time, and would only
In the drawing-room Montague GarThis bald-headed tyraut from No-mau’s-laud.
hpliday)— Sale ? Confound you fellow,
they were like.
—liar per' a Magazint for Septnnber.
come once more to say good-by. The thorn was supremely happy with the
don’t bo. personal
“ Yes, child, many. Good-by. This blue eyes filled with tears; the tiny hands woman who he deemed loved him best.
When a half a dozen people are to
is my station.”
rustled up into the air, and with a wild
HIS TWO LOVES.
dine upon a quarter of lamb, what’s the
“It is mine, too,” Nellie answered. scream she threw herself upon the stairs,
Tales of My Grandmother.
proper time for dinner ? Why, a quarTwo, and Montague Oarthorn loved “ and father said he would meet me and sobbing, “Montie, you can not, shall
Hoogloy’s
boy
has
been
spending
his
ter before 6, of course.
them both. It does not seem possible, carry my parcel home.”
not leave
summer vacation with his grandfather
nevertheless it is true ; and, stranger
What less could Montague do than
A young scapegrace, notorious for bis
“ Darling, I must.”
and grandmotherdown East. Ho got pranks and practical jokes, who came of
still, they both loved him. He was not assist her to alight and carry her parcel
“ But you say you loved mo !”
home this week, and a few evenings | age the other day, awoke the family at
worthy oi half the good things the fates np-stairs?and then, not finding anyone
“ God kuows how much, my darling
ago, while sitting on the curbstone adl midnight by loud cries of “ Man in tho
showered on him with such lavish hands; waiting for her, he could not do less but I must leave you, for I am in honor
justing a rag on his sore heel, he was,
house !”
but who in this world ever get their than offer to carry it home. And in that bound to marry my cousin Opal.”
telling Squeaky (one of his chums) what
deserts ? It is a thoroughly false theory little walk how his heart went out to
Nellie did not receive this announceMuch has been said of the enormous
a good time he had. The following is
that virtue brings its own reward ; long this child, who had not an idea beyond | meat haughtily, with pride, or with
consumption of tobacco, and yet you will
his story: “I’ve got tho old boss
ago it might, but now it certainly does the moment’s pleasure, who found life j despair, but threw herself down at Monbo surprised to find how few men use it
grandmother for tellin’ stories,and don’t
not, or Opal Garthorn’s life would have so
although
"" bright,
1't "U1
l' her father kept a
« togue Garthoru’sfeet, sobbing piteously, you forgit it ! She is as much as 200 when your supply gives out aud you ask
been Imppier. As long as Opal could chemist’s shop in a back street and let “ You shall never marry her — the proud
for a chew.
remember she had worshipped her lodgings ! Why not leave her as she is, lady you show me in the park ; but me, years old, with a great long crooked “On ! my dear sir,” said a poor sufchin, and her face kinder looks like
cousin Montague. As a ehild he was happy, young, heart-whole, and in your own loving Nellie, who worships
pork-scraps, but she’s a bully old gal, ferer to a dentist, “that is the second
her hero, and as she grew up her chief smooth water? Why force her into you with a devotion she can never feel !”
and can’t she tell some awful Injun wrong tooth you’ve pulled out.” “Very
delight was to be noticed by him. stormy weather, when she is now so
“ I do believe you love mo best, my
sorry, my dear sir,” said tho blundering
When she “came out,” and he seemed safe? But already the harm is done, golden wig,” he exclaimed, as he caught stories. She says she’s got three mat- operator; “but, as there were only
tresses stuffed with Injun’s hair that my
to take pleasure in being with her, her and Montague is fascinated fatally by her in his arms and kissed her, promisgrandfather killed and scalped when he three altogetherwhen I began, I’m sure
joy knew no bounds; and at length this child, in whose nature there is no ing to call again soon.
was a young man. All of my grand- to be right tho next time.”
when he asked her to be his wife, she depth, and who could never feel anyNellie was immediately comforted, and
A Boston tailor advertises“ diagonal
could hardly realize that the dream of thing, whether of pain or joy, with half before he had got to the end of the street mother’s pillers is stuffed witli lujun’s
hair, too, she says. My grandfatherv boys’ suits.” Boston has some very
her life had coiiie to pass, and he felt as the keenness that Opal can.
she was singing to herself as she cleared
hel§ got an old flintlock-gunthat I queer boys, aud we shouldn’t wonder if
The beautiful blue eyes look without the supper-thmgs awaj'.
if he could not do enough to show his
guess was made when Noer cum out iu there were a number of “ diagonal”
loro for the beautiful girl who had flinching into his, as she warbles forth
On Monday, Opal dressed herself in
the ark. My grandfather used to shoot urchins among theni. — Norristown
promised to marry him.
an invitation to come and have supper. the dress Montague admired, ordered
Montague Garthorn was well off, and,
“We are not grand; we only have the dishes for dinner he preferred, and bears’n tigers’n elefunts’n crockerdiles’n Herald. Guess there are. Last time
all kinds of birds and everything.My we were musing by the frog pond on the
his parents being both dead, he had watercressesin the shop-parlor.”
made up her mind to try and win him
He goes in, and Nelhe Wylde’s father back, remembering the words of one of grandfathershot his gun inter a lion or preternational acuteness of Boston dogs,
become a “spoilt child” in all his relawolf one day, and the wolf growed madjm we noticed several small boys cut by us.
tions’ households, and many a Mistress thanks him, and the back parlor is para- our greatest writers, that “ revived love
run out of the woods’n rim inter a na- —Philadclia Bulletin,
Garthorn had been anxious to catch this dise, the watercressesfood for the gods, is the strongest.” He came in deterber’s house’n swallered three little clnlexcellent ’parti for her daughter. Great the theater forgotten ; and as he looks mined to make the evening pleasant to
This note from a Chicago girl to her
grandfather he nmtfn
was the surprise of the Garthorns gen- at and listens to Nellie, Opal, in the Opal, even to confess to her his flirta- dren.
^
lover
was made public through a lawgrabbed the wolf ’n skinned him’n save
erally when it was known that he intend- cool back drawihg-room, has become a tion with Nellie — to tell her that he had
: “Deal- Samie : Pap’s waterthe children fore they’s et up. Piruts
ed making his distant cousin Opal his thing of the past.
rooted it up, and was ready to come
used to soil up the river in front of my millions is ripe. Come and bring some
wife.
“ What ball are you going to, Miss back to her more devoted than ever; but
grandfather^ house’n they used to rob more poetry like you brought afore.
Opal's love lot liim was so unselfish, Wylde T”
Opal looked so strong in her self-possesfolks and murder ’em and git their My love for you will ever flow like water
so womanly (and how much deeper is a
running down a tater row. Bring a
“ At Aunt Mary’s ; their first floor is sion, so passionless,so unsympathi6,
woman’s love than a man’s can possibly empty, and they are going to have a that the Hhage of Nellie recurred to him munny; they used to murder a thou- piece as long as your arm, and have a
be!). When I say she loved him with dance. Call me Nellie — every one does ; as he saw her last in her attitude of sand folks a day sometimes and berry heap more about them raring ringlits
the gold in a cave. My grandmother
her whole heart, better than life, my it seems too grown up to call me Miss worship at his feet
was all alone one day, and sum piruts and other sweat things. Come nex Sunwords seem cold and passionless, and Wylde.” ?,/
“Montie, why are you so strahge?
cum and set the house afire, aud. my day and don’t foie me.”
cannot convey the meaning of her de“ That is not a real ball ; but if you Does anything worry you, dear ?”
grandmother throw’d bilin’ water on the
They are taking evidence in a divorce
votedness.
“Nothing.”
would like to go to one of the best balls
piruts, and thdy left four millions of .cose for cruelty ; the husband is under
When he asked her to marry him Boon in London, I will take you to Willis’*
1 But I am sure it does. Have I anygold and ruu off. You ought to see my examination ; his wife, prostrated with
she would not listen to him, but stipulated Rooms to-morrow night.”
thing to do with it ?”
grandmotherand hear her tell things !” grief, is weeping bitterly, covering her
for another . year of freedom, because
“No.”
“Oh, father, say ‘Yes,’” said Nell,
—Bouton Sunday Courier.
face with her handkerchief.“Now,”
“ he might see some one he liked bet- as she threw her arms round his neck.
“Only remember, Montague, if there
says the Judge, “ are you not ashamed
ter,” and with whom he would be more
is
an^
lything in the world I can do for
“ I don’t know what is right to say,”
Authraeite Coal.
to have thus brutally treated your wife,
happy. Her delight consisted in seeing ruminated Mr. Wylde; “only as you you I will.”
The
recent
mammoth
sale of coal in a tender young woman of 25 ?” The
him happy, so she said, find so she have very little pleasure and no mother,
“Would you, really, Opal?” and a New York resultedin a great reduction wife suddenly raises her head, “I beg
meant, no doubt ; but really she felt perhaps it would not be any harm.”
gleam of hope came into his face, and in prices. This is good news for con- your pardon,” she sobs, “24 only.”
such confidence in his entire devotion,
So it was settled that beautiful, bright for the moment he felt inclined to tell sumers and bad news for miners. The And she again gives way to her grief.
and judged him so much by herself, that Nellie was to make her first entry into
her all; and then, if only she had come prices ranged from 82 to 83.90 per ton,
she never fora moment realized the idea London society.
The remarks of the Captains of two
toward him instead of going to the win- according to quality. The coal operof his loving any one but her. MonMontague at last tore himself away dow, he would have made a cleau breast ators in Pennsylvaniasay the prices English vessels were tho occasion of
tague Garthorn consideredthat if he un- from the enchanted chemist’s shop.
gentle smiles at the Custom House the
of it, and saved Nellie and himse
brought will compel them to suspend
derstood one thing thoroughly, that one Now came the time to think— to think
other day. They were admiring the
sorrowful fortnight
operations nnless toll and labor can be
thing was himself ; so he was annoyed of what he had done. Of course, it was
Opal crossed tne room, not eve v loos- reduced to a much lower figure than at Central Hall, aud one of thorn pointing
at her doubting him even in this loving
too late to go to the theater ; in fact, ing at him, and, with her eyes fixed on present, with the chances against them to the figure of Andrew Jackson, said
way, and he resolved to prove that no everything seemed too late, now that the
“Who is that?” “Jackson,” was the
the street, she said: “Montague, even
woman of lures and wiles could influ- door of Mr. Wylde’s house was shut if you love another woman better than even of great reductions,as the miners answer. “Oh, yes,” he replied, “Stonewill hardly submit to lower prices than
ence him when he had the assurance of What had he dope ? Promised to take
me I can bear it, and ^ive you up so are now prevailing. The situation, wall Jackson.” “No,” said the other,
> Opal’s love.
"that’s the Jackson that gave us h— 1
Nellie to a ball, and he was engaged to readily— for your happiness;” and she
Opal was standing at the drawing- go to a dinner-partywith Opal ! What turned and smiled one of her brightest from their standpoint, seems to have a down below here some years ago.”—
gloomy outlook for the fall and winter
Toom window, gazing into the twilight should ho do ? Go home, and make the smiles at him.
New Orleans Bulletin.
trade.
for her lover, while her mother and best of his dilemma. Next morning,
“lam but poor company to-night ; so
A social economist of Austria has preFor three or four years the price of
father cluitted together. At last she Montague knew somethiug must be
good-bye.” And before she could cal anthracite coal has been regulated and pared a table allowing that there is an
hears his footstep on the stairs, and they done ; so he got his writing materials,
him back he was gone. “ How little she fixed beyond variation by the producers. intimaterelation in that country between
are together.
and intended to write to Nellie to tell cares for me I” he thought, while she was They have had everything their own crime and the plum and grape crops
“ Opal, will you go to the theater to- her he could not take her to the ball ;
caring for him more than her life.
way. There is none found outside of that when there is a large crop of either
night? I have promised to meet Archer but directly he began, the vision of those
For a fortnight Mr. Garthorn saw Pennsylvania. Six companies own and of these fruits from which brandy is
there.”
blue eyes filled with tears, and that neither girl. He was selfishlyunhappy operate the mines. They fixed the max- made, crime is especially prevalent. It’s
“Must you go, Montie
smiliug mouth pouting, was too much he was in that state of mind that ho di<
imum production of each company at the same in this country, except that all
'•‘Well, dear, I think must ; but for him, so he changed his miud, and
not know what to do next. He wishet 10,000,000tons a year. A year ago last fruits,and especially melons, might bo
won’t you come ?”
wrote briefly to Opal “ that unforeseen some one would take his destiny from
included. The great prevalenceof crime
Opal dot* not want to go, and she circumstances prevented him going out him, and make him do something. Every January the combination which had
in good fruit years is mostly confined to
been
effected
two
years
before
was
rendoes not want him to go without her
to dinner with her to-morrow. Opal is day he thought more of Nellie and less
dered complete and permanent, as was the boys, and it doesn’t result from tho
but before she has time to make up her so good-natured, she won’t mind.” He
of Opal.
supposed;but very soon disaffection brandy either. — Free Press,
mind what answer to give, her mother thought little of her breaking heart,
The latter wrote him a kind note, hop- began. Ead, faith was practiced,bad
California poets ore losing their grip
settles the questionby saying she “ can- though he thought so much of tearful
ing he was not ill ; should papa come feeling engendered, and finally the
not allow Opal to go, as she is tjred with blue eyes.
Witness
the following:
and see him ?
ring has gone to pieces. Whether the
.a day’s shopping.”
POETRY- JIM OF JACKASS CANON.
Nellie and Mr. Garthorn went to the
Nellie wrote mad letters, beseeching break will be permanent or not is an
Drunk? Asaloon, eir:
Montague remained a few minutes ball and enjoyed it. Nellie looked love- him to come or she would die. She was
Drunk as an owl
open question. Where monopoly is
longer, then rose to take his leave. Opal ly in her fresh white muslin dress and
This afternoon, sir.
ill ; she was pale
; .she really was dying,
possible,
competition
is
rarely
mainwas dull, felt a leaden weight at her Montague's gift of real flowers. When
Jack, you beast, howl
She should never see him more if he did tained for any considerable length of
Jack is my dog. sir ; a temperancecuss
heart. What for?-r«urelynot because he left her at home, he longed for the
He’s better than I am ; no hog isn’t wuss.
not come.
time.— Chicago Journal.
her lover was going to meet a man at the
Oh boot Oh, hool Whilley, boo-boo!
moment when he should see her next.
He sat down to answer these tetters,
Yes. sir, I loved her— poor bottle-eyed Sue.
theater. Nevertheless she could not On his return, he found a letter from
and felt relieved when they were fin
She warn’t pretty to look at her
Direct Route to Europe.
• throw the gloom off, and as she bade Opal, full of tender regrets at his abI’d bursteflMrnose.
ished.
The report of a committee of the HaliH was the poker I shook at her—
him good-by tears rose to her eyes and sence, and assurancesof her love. He
Opal receivedhereby the last post, anc fax Chamber of Commerce appointed to
She come up too close.
seemed to tremble in hervofee; so much resolved never to see Nellie again, and
It mashed up that feature, sir—
directly she saw the well-known writing collect information respecting the in
so that even Montie, the most unobservTurned it jailer and blue—
to marry Opal as soon as possible.How she took it up to her room to read it
ducemente offered by Halifax for a di
But that faithfulcreature,sir,
ant of men, noticed them, and was more
easv it is to make resolutionsat night, alone. It was only a short note, and she
Adhered to me true.
root line of traffic with Europe, is put
affectionate in manner. v
Under the hedge there,that’s Suae.—
and how difficult to carry them out
perceived it was in a school-girl hand. It lished. It says that the shipments fro
;
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The followingafternoon, Mr. Garthorn
ailed at Opal’s, and left his card, for he
found her out. Then what more natural
than he should see how Nellie was after
her dissipation ? He found her at home,
beautiful,blushing, charming,, full of
gratitude for the pleasure of the ball,
and Finning as only those childish women with big blue eyes can be.
Mr. Garthorn sauntered leisurely
Her father was in tho shop ; so they
Along, intending to take a hansom down were alone, and before Montague knew
to the Strand, when he rememberedthat what he was doing, he had avowed his
as he was alone he might call for Archer passion to Nelhe, and she had confessed
Montie; but I feel as
if I was losing you; as if this was to be
our last good-by.”
Nonsense!” end with another kiss
he was gone; while Opal gazed on him
for the last time — at least saw for the
last time the man who loved her as he
loved no other woman.
“ It is not that,

.

Bagged and barefoot,no bonnet, no

ran thus:

Chicago and intermediatepoints vis 11
“Own Dablino Montie: Your broken- Grand Trunk and Intercolonial raih
hearted golden wig ia pole, ill, languid, and
dying. If you don’t see nor soon it will be too would reach the English market
l&te, and you can only put flowers in her coffin, days earlier than by the usual lake
and bid bei a last adieu. Oo, do, do, come to
rente. The increased cost
your
Nelu "
freight by rail would be r--'- than
The address was in full on the letter, pensated by the saving of time,
and in one moment Opal saw it all. How insurance, and reduced rates of freig
Mr. Garthorn had sent her this letter by by steamers and sailing vessels.
mistake ; how this letter was from some
one to him ; and she realized that in
Look out lor counterfeit halfin truth he had found some one whom —silver. A lot of them have been
he loved mote, and consequently would out in Baltimore. They tat dated 1853,
make him happier. Her resolution was 1875 and 1876, and are light weight.

loving

.

Gin?

No, sir; she don’t like
Spiles her skin.
Bam and gum is her go, sir ;

shoes

;

gin—

Oh. air.
How that gel Wed me ! My optics will fill—
And sticksby me faithful, I gives her her sw*”

Miss Collins, the conductor of BofBower, a Boston oharitable institution, says that out of every hundred shop
fin’s

girls in that city, fifty live at home, and
the rest in boarding houses. She thinks
there are 30,000 girls employed in Boston shops in seventy different occupations.

THE ASSASSINS’ HOQ*.

grounds, and it is rather singular that
tuese two
iwu great and
anu honored
nonored sons of
Five .Members ot the Molly Maguire these
Society Sentenced to the Gallows- Indiana should take Jheir final sleep so
Kerr always ex— ---Thrilling Scenes In the Court-Kooni-» near each other. Mr.
pressed
a
wish
to
be
buried
here, and
Protestations of Innocence on the Part
designated the spot where he desired his
of the Condemned. ^
grave. While Mr. Kerr was a member
[Pottsville
(P».) Cor. Philadelphia Times.]
of no church, it is known that he was
The Oonrt House Tyas
crowded to ite utmost capacity by per- partial to the Presbyterian faith, his
sons cunous to see how the onvicted estimable wife being an earnest and deMolly Maguires would take the sentence voted member of that church. — l/ouisvillc Courier-Journal.
of death. A very large part of the as-

•

the winds to move it materially, ^as
driven across the bay last Tuesday afternoon, and now reposes in the neighborhood of the others, a short distance belo.w Mr. Hughes’ mill. It was dislodged,
not so much by the wind— as a very
moderate one was blowing at the time—
as by the almost unparalleledhigh stage
of water that for the past few weeks has
prevailed at the head of the lake, aud
consequently in the bay. It was lifted
out of its place, as it were, and then the
action of the current and a very moderate wind sufficed to drive it across the
bay.
Incredible as it may seem to those
who have neAir seen the fioating islands,
this last one embraces somethingnear
two acres ; it is covered with a heavy
growth of tamarack, cedar, etc., some of
the trees being 8 or 10 inches in diameter, and from 25 to 30 feet in height,
and, as will be seen by consultingone of
the city maps, it was laid out into city

* * *

semblage was composed of women. As
soon as the Judges appeared on the
bench their faces and manner gave evidence of the pain which the performance of the awful duty imposed upon
them gave. The three law Judges and
two associates all occupied places on
the bench. After some routine business
had been gone through with, Judge
Green announced that the Court, after
careful consideration,had concluded to
overrulethe motion in arrest of judgment and for a new trial in the case of

THE BLACK HILLS.
A Rose-Colored Report— “ Pio Country on
the Foot-stool that Possesses so Many
Kleinents ot Wealth.”

Capt. C. V. Gardiuer, lately arrived
in Chicago from the Black Hills, brings

in with him some samples of quartz,
which assay $35,000 to the ton, aud sil
ver ore that assays $2,300 to the tou
These specimens, the Chicago Tribune
aays, came from the Deadwood distnct, and were assayed in Denver. The
the Commonwealth vs. Thomas Munley,
Captain went to ‘the Black Hills in
charged with the murder of Thomas
March, to find out whether or not there
Sanger. Judge Pershing announced
was
anything in the Hills. He went
the same disposition of a like rule in
across them from north to south,

the case of the Commonwealth.vs.
James Roarty and Hugh McGehan, con-

murder of
Tamaqua. The

Before pronouncingthe dread words

lots

all the mills in the nation.

The only wants now are government
peace. There is labor enough, and

of condemnation, the Judge called upon
and
the prisonerto say whether he had any-

11/
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AT ^UCHON^Mlf PRIVATE
NORTHWESTERN TATTERS ALLS,

AWNINGS. TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
A GO., !M2 toS* South Water.

GILBERT HUBBARD
J.
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ENGRAVER,SEALS, PRESSES, STEEL AND BRASS
STAMPS, STENCIL TOOLS AND STOCK.
0. IL HANSON, 39 South Clark.
SEARS BROS.

is willing to
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and 60 Lake.
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pay

cents to
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•? °f m?6 siz0 for a disknoe of 3,000
miles. Two thousand miles from ita
mouth its channel has a depth of three
fathoms; and for 2,600 miles there occurs'no fall to interfere with the smooth
passage of shipping. The river hm four
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offer at

remarkably low figures for Cash.

Order* for type of any kind will b»
A MONTH— AGENTS WANTED 0VB17. filled with the utmost dispatch.
where. Baslnosa honorableand ftrst-clua.
We Invite correspondence,and will bo pleasedto give
ParticnUrH rknt frkk. Add res*
na we are certain we can meet competition
WORTH A CO.. Kt Loula. Mo. estimates,
successfully.Send for our prices before buying elsewnar*
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forRoldinraandaailhowever allghtlir disabled
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STEAM ENGINE
from ‘4 to 50 Horsr Power, send for circaHaskins Engine Co., Fitchburg, Mum.

Size*
larto

M
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^
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i!lmN C Y <1
C N’ Aq id* ’
•hovrinchow either Bex may fascinate and coin the lore
and affection of any person they choose Instantly.400
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you want tho host lolling artlolo
tho world aud a solid gold patent
lever watch, free of cost, write at
CO., 785 Broadway, N. Y.
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CWEATY
AND TENDER FEET.— LitC7 tie's Original Ointment. Cure guaranteed

The Enemy of Disease* the Foe of
Pain to Man and Beast,
la the

Grand Old

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,
WHICH HAN STOOD TIIKTEST OP4t
YEARN. THEREIN NO »<mEITWl£l
NOT HEAD. NO LAMENESS IT WILJ
NOT CURE, WO ACHE .NO PAIN. Til A'
AFFLICTS*
------- ----THE HUMAN ROD Y, Ol
THE
«
OF
A ..w...
HORNE
OH______
OTHfel
--- - _ttf]
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OffensiveFeet. Sent by mall.
Price *1.00. Aak vour merchantor druggist for it.
I bo tilt
JOHN LITTLE A CO., P. O. Box 2331, Philadelphia. coating 35c.. ROc. or 8I.OO, ha* often
1* sa*
saved
for Sweaty. Tender, and

WQntpfl Agenta
" flUlulltor,"a

for "

Navlna'Explanatory Stock Doo-

full treatise, with prescriptions, on
horses, cattle, hogs, sheep and poultry.800 pages. »>ound
In leather, Illustrated.
The best telling book published
Liberal terms. Address J.B.Yeagley,Pub., IndlauapuUa

HUH nnn AGENTS

Wantod-i OO to 9100
(PlU)UUU s week, or &50U forfeited. New novelties,
•hroroos, stationerypackages, watches, Jewelry, etc.;
specialterms given to agents;valuable utnplee,with
catalogue, seat free ; a 16-karat eolid gold watch given oa
premium. R. L Flttchxb,11 Dey Street New York.

The Most Important Medical
Discovery of this Century.
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ELECTRIC BATTERY,

own Likeness tn oil

solorm, to show oar work,
painted on canvas 6J4i73ti.front a photograph or tin
type, free with the Home Journal,82.60 a year. Sample
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MEDICAL ADVICE

Citarrh. Rupture.Opium Habit,
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agents wanted for the great

closely and continuously
appliedby the adhesion of the
Plaster, nnd Is capable of effectingInstantrelief and
permanent cures in the most dlatrnMingcases ol chronic
external musculn rand nerve ailments, and In diseases
originating in a disorderedcondition of the electrical or
vitalising forces. It la unsurpassed as a prompt and
sure remedy

In

Complaints, Spinal Affections,Nervous
Pains and Irritations, Epilepsy or Fits
proceeding from Shark* to the Nervous,
.System, Ruptures and Ntralns, Fractures, Bruises, Contusions, Weak Muncies and Joints, Nervous and Feeble
Muscular Apt Ion, Great Soreness and
Pain In any part of the Body.
The best Plaster In the World of Medlcfn*.-.
Frlcfl 25 centf!. Sold by all DniggUtA.
Sent by mall on receipt of !35 rents tor one,
S1.2S for six, or *3.25 for twelve, carea11'1 ’warranted,by WKKK8
& POT I KK, Proprietors, Boston, dass.

LANDS FOR SALK

It solla

960,000 Are

Now

A!tSonVldrdro’”C

NiTI0^

fT-NTS nnd

io

Southwest Missouri..

FIRST-CLASS STOCK FARMS,

GUNS!
GUNS! GUNS!
5,000

double-barreledShotguns at $10.00 : 4,000single-barreled
Shotguns at $5.00; 10,000 7.*hot Revolvers,
nickel-plated, at $8.00. To close out atock of large fsc
tor>;.
Is the time for a bargain. Sent, carefully

1

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Paralysis, St.
Vitus’ Dartre, Cramps, Selatlea, Hip

lENTENNIAL
HISTORY
any
book em

fasterthan
other
published.
One Agent Bold 61 eopleeIn one day. Send for our extra
terms to Agent*. NATIONAL PUBLISHING OOChicago.III.

great remedy consistsof Voltaic or Galvanic

plates, pare fully attachedtogether and Imbedded in a
Porous Planter, Uglily iiMdtoated,
forming the grandee,
medical agent of this century. It U a gentle and con-

Excellent Agricultural Lands,
TOBACCO REGION In the West. SHORT

and bait

a^/lcairii^fiountry1^^*^1
1

Prices $2.50

to

$10.00

Aero.

an

a 3-cont stamp for 50
White Bristol VisitingCards. Printed
by a new precent. No nicer ones ever
seen. Price* never before named
,
Largest variety ever shown. All other
kinds correspondinglylow. Circulars,3-cent stamp.
Inducementsnever before offeredto agent*. Territory

7

fast being taken.

map*" ete^ address t’u^ch“er,• For circular*, guides,

,

10
.
W.

C.

CANNON,

Box »79, Boaton,Mast.

A DAY mills
by op«ruin|
-----the
BOSS MULL
trjSLL AAM
l It It. Rare*
a hot* fmm 90 to 40 Inobe* la dUmo*
Ur, 100 feet a d»y eur. B«nd tor
llluftratedoautofae.KlevitMrh#
dirt without remorta*tho ihofilnr.

^ _
»m,$40 TO_ $60

^

O.

MARTIN.

Intcreit.

Terms : One-tenth down, balance in seven

years

percent.

*

at

PKEE TRANSPORTATION

_

L DEANE, Land Commissioner,

St.

Lculs.

DEATH

PsuoteeA Proprietor,

___

______ Moorn/MAJ^,

tATTON’S AMERICAN PEOPLE

I

The Preu calls it “ the best.” Rlh where flimsy “Gen.
tennis! Historic*" have no chance; 1030 page*, Ulns•vatlon*. Autographs, Main, Chart*, etc. Pne* lot*.
85 Steel Engraving (now at Memorial Art Hall, Con tea*
Dial KinoaiUnnloirente subscriber*.
CANvASHKItRwanted on liberalterms.
J, B.
CO., New York and Chicago.

X

Hmdaer,' KWrir*tpff
cl.ni it
ll s

Blood

_

Bohool Physicians rei-rt • "It utter /alU.the rtrr medUln*
M tAUdrUfnd /rm.i *»:• "Thv only lAftrid EitrtctofBret
with Toole, aud Ctthnrtic we will nre««rite." Price SImt
RICHARDSONA TIUIOflE,CIICIIIATI,I.

FORD

Book. Bible and Man Hou*e. Chicago.

IN

(MnC

If

given away to every agent
vW I f fl Circular*free. Samples 85 els. Empire
till I V Novelty
Mffdns. New York.

Co.,

You Want

Illustrated Circular sent

free. 8. B.

ALLEN,

to

Hake Honey Bead This.

Option Dealing in Fate and Call* on Grain.
$10 buys a Put

ne Owners should
ENGINEERSJl^fe^S-Tc
UOTERSOH.
“ Bobtom,

or

Gallon 6000 bushels of Wheat, and

I&PPSSL.
Merchant*.

thereby increasingthe
intercommunication#

—

This is a great apple year in New
Hampshire. Trees altogether neglected,
adopted daughter that Mr. Kerr took to
in pastures and along the roadside, are
raise. The lot is separated from the
heavily laden with the fruit The yield
last resting place of Gov. Ashbel P.
will be almost unprecedented in some
Willard by a narrow walk through the parts of the State.

—

oouuivAgtnu.J.H.BUrroRD'fi SONS, BOSTON.

ktural canals,

t

we

Printer's Furniture,which

'

the Court kind of wallet in front, stuffed full of
House were then placed in charge of of- pistols. Servian CorrespondenceLon- S^lUnsStedSctJaS' Iwm^wOxfoSfpf
ficers, and the prisoners, after taking an don News.
eager look at the last crowd of faces
A Great River.
they will nkely ev^r 'see, were handcufled
AGES, Our
Outfit* pOOWRINTS of
... the
_________
together and taken back to the jail to
core r Governmentand History. G godspeed's
The river Amazon is navigable by ves-

Envelopes, Tagsr

$3.00

the U.S. eorvice ; also,pensionsIncreased.Advice free.
Thob. Me Michakl, Attorney, 707 Sansom St 1Phlla..Pa

/~11_

$2

!!Sm

Manila Papers,

In

Dob-

postage) a sample of

Book Papers,

D|T|V|C|0|k|Qprocured

of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen

upon each. The doors of

*

Cover Papers,

*1 FcaNi.iu.PuTt. Ptiliftetloa tutrtnu*!. IllutlrtM
Ftn. Add rut WgSTIENGUN WORKS. CliCioo.lit
Printer’s Inks, Roller Composition,

PRESIDENT

\

Tinted Papers,

..

$250

At our request Cragiu & Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., have promised to send any

I

pers. •

Ruled Papers,

_

go back.’

I

and

Colored Print Papers,

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOLESALE.

EDWIN HUNT

Tml

1862,

Cards and Cardboard.
—AND —

GRASS AND FIELD SEEDS.
ALBERT DICKINSON,117 and 119 Klnaie.

EA£

four years ago, looks as fresh as if gathered yesterday. Tue most eminent chemists certify to its
value and healthfulness.A box. which will preserve 32 gallons, can bo had by sending $1 to
Geo. Holgate A Co., I, No. 23 Agricultural Hall,
CentennialExposition, Philadelphia.

Scenes in Belgrade.

PM!,

SIBAff

EYEBY EIMD OF

A GO., 8.W. oor. Clark and Waahlngton.

FLOWERS AND STRAW GOODS -SPECIALTY
DALY, HENROTIN A CO., 144 and 146 Wabuh-ar.

of those wealthy

$20

of consumption in

MG AND

with a fall line of

ENGRAVERS ON WOOD, Etc.

rMft* tot
Ctttlofut

Only 50 Cents for Six Months.
The Chicago Ledger, a large 48-column paper, will be sent to any address
six months, postpaid, for fifty cents.
The Ledger is the cheapest aud best
paper in the country. Address The
Ledger, Chicago, 111.

•

:

The Grave of Speaker Kerr.
Mr. Kerr oum^d a beautiful lofci
Northern Cemetejjy iWho fliiy
is buried iris seebnd wn,
died in 1858, aged 2 years; his law
partner, James A. Ghormley, who died

Which le stocked

ENGRAVER AND DIE SINKER, STENCILS AND STOCK.
L BOCHK, 171 K. Randolph.

REVOLVERS

some of them own colossal fortunes.
Rothschild could buy up the fee simple
of Palestine. Goldsmid might rebuild
the temple of Herod. Montefiore has
money enough to build a golden statue

The picturesquencssof the Belgrade
and McGehan, first addressing to them
streets, of which I had heard so much,
well-chosenwords of advice, and closing
is destroyed by their emptiness. There
as follows
are here now only a few soldiers- the
“The evidence disclosed tlfa startling little garrison of the forts and some
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ringfact that in the murder of Benjamin F. orderlies and office men— and all the worm, saltrheum, and other cutaneous affecYost you acted as the instruments of an manhood of Belgrade has gone to the tions cured, and rough skin made soft and
organization, bound by oath to secrecy, front, except the people connected with smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap. Bo carewhich, through its *odymasters, issues the civil government, some merchants, ful to tfot only that made by Caswell, Hazard
4 Co., New York, as there are many imitations
its commands to assassinate innooentand many of whom are foreigners, and a few
made with common tar, all of which are worthunsuspecting citizens, and that these teamstersand people who fulfill the du- less.
murderous orders are willingly obeyed ties of hewers of wood and drawers of
Edward Bayer, Ebq., Horton, Kings
by its members. Christiancivilization water.
county, N. S., writes that an astonishingcure
is shamed by the existence of such a
Let us sit down outside this cafe at the has been effected on his daughter by the use of
baud of organized assassins. The many corner of the “ Place,” and look around Johnson'sAnodyne Liniment The whole spine
atrocious crimes which it has been shown us. The low-browedone-story-high became diseased, she lost the use of her limbs,
had their origin in your secret councils Oriental houses, with the open -front aud heY back was rounded up like a bow, in
consequence 6f taking cold after having been
will cause your society to be regarded shop under the projectingveranda, fail
inoculated for the kine pock. She is now well.
with horror for long years to come. I to hold their ground against the big,
sincerely hope that your awful position several storied, ornamental-fronted
We pledge our reputation on the asto-day will have the effect of breaking houses common in modern Western sertion that any educated physician,after a
up forever this association, and that cities. Belgrade, in its architeeture, is careful examination of the recipe, will say that
your punishmentwill have the effect ot Cairo and Paris in about equal propor- Parsons' Purgative Pills possess more merit
than any other pill now offered for sale.
teaching your companions in crime that tions. The streets are wide — ground is
laws, human and divine, cannot always no object, evidently, here— and they are
_ The remarkable cures effected by
be trampled on and the guilty escape. lined with trees which, when more grown, Vegetinohave induced many physicians and
Let me entreat you to indulge in no will afford the grateful shade which is so apothecaries, whom we know, to proscribe and
vain hopes of avoiding the punish- much needed here in the heat of sum- use it in their own families.
ment that awaits you. The law does not mer.
Why suffer with Chills? One dose of
inflict its penalties out of revenge, or to
As in architecture, so in costume— the Slmllnnbcrger’fl Pills will put you to work.
satisfy any excitement of pubhc feeling. East aud the West meet in Belgrade.
It punishes to protoct. To protect the in- Look at the stately gentleman promenad
a Day. HOW TO MAKE IT. SomrtMng nt\»
and talable. COE, rOXGEd CO..SI. LouO, Jfo.
nocent it punishes the guilty. I impress ing on the other side of the way; lie
upon you the duty of employing the few might be a hadji, with that fine dignified
Boj*. In thj World.
f**.
days that yet remain to you on earth in face of the genuine “old Turk” type. ffiiswSPECIFIC.T. OPHAM A OO.. 198. StbBt, PUK, Pa.
confessionand repentance.Do not ap- He wears a red and yellow ephod-like
FEW Humorous Envelopes. Send 10c for 10
kind*. Alfred l. Sewell’sFactory, Chicago,Hi
pear before the bar of God with a lie in waistcoat, a scarlet fez, a short braided
your right hand. Dark as is your crime, brown jacket, with acape to it, and a long
0 <177 &We«k fc' Agent*, Sam plea FREE.
heavy as it must rest upon your soulsj voluminouskilt, or rather petticoat, of yuu H «J># # p. 0. VICKERY, AugoaU, Maine.
you may yet find forgiveness from the white flannel, edged with black braid
compassionate Savior, who on the cross and slashed at the bottom. His legs are
prayed that his own murdofers might be efised in woolen greaves, bound with
forgiven.”
blue Morocco straps; his feet are in slipThe Judge then called upon each of
j
the prisoners to say anything they had
Lumbering down the center of the
to say why sentence should not be passed street come two stalwart countrymenin
OH & Week Salary guaranteed to male and female. Bend
atemp for circulars. K. M. Bodine,Indlanap’Us.Ind.
on them. Each of the prisoners, in a short loose brown jackets, baggy kneedogged manner, declared nis innocence, breeches, thrust into top boots, red
and the sentence of death was passed sashes and broad leather belt, with a

____ x*

PAPER WAREHOUSE

DESIGNER AND ENGRAVER ON WOOD.
MANZ, M LaSalle, oor. Waahlngton.

nl

to be'10,000,000 or 11,000,000 Jews alive.
Thousands of these people axe rich ;

time

pass sentence on Carroll, Roarty, Boyle,

ikaC.

In conneotlon with our large READYPRINT Establishmentwe have opened •

# Monro*

to

ftDHIM

it

tima

1

I

:

ftWJllt thfi

PRINTERS.

!

every other element of success is pres- bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
thing to show why the sentenceof death
ent, and with the additionof the civilishould not be passed upon him.
Hurst Hotel, St. Louis.
The poor fellow then broke down, and zation of government, the Hills will beEuropean plan. Rooms, $1 per day. Meals
come
invaluable to the country. At
amidst tears and heartrending sobs, deat all hours. Col. L. D. Watson, chief clerk.
present, the Captain says, everything is
clared his entire innocence of the crime
Wilhoft’s Anti -Periodic or Fever
of which he was convicted,and that his in embryo, and it may take some
to
elevate
the
country
to
the
standard
and
Ague Tonic !-\VUhoft’aTonic has eatablife had been sworn away by perjurers.
1 fa TTT1 1 YY> O
1- _
i
Itnltsvsl
/II
liahod iteelf fw the real infallibleChill cure.
He asked the Court to fix the day of which will make it safe for habitation It in universally admitted to be the only reliaand work. To those who contemplate
his executionas soon as possible. The
going there this fall, he recommends ble and harmlessChill medicine now in use.
five Judges then rose to theirfeet,and,
Its efficacy is confirmed by thonsandn of certithat none go unprovided with money, ficatesof the ven,’ beet people from all parte of
amid a silence only broken by sobs,
for the country is crowded, and, while the country.It cures malarious diseases of
these solemn words were pronounced
there is room for all, it would be better every type, from the shaking agues of the
“ Thomas Munley, the sentence of
for emigrants to be prepared to care for lakes aud valleys to the raging fevers of the torthe Court is that you, the said 'Thomas
rid zone. Try
! It baa never been known to
themselves during the winter.
Munley, the prisoner at the bar, be
fail. G. R. Flvlav 4 Co., Proprietors,Now
The Captain thinks the placer mines Orleans,
taken hence to the jail of the county
will run for ten years at least, while the
Fob sale by all Druggists.
from whence you came, and from thence
quartz mines have developed more ore
to the place of execution, and that you
HoLGATt’s PreservingCompound disTh the last four mouths than was discovbe there hanged by the neck until you
ered in Colorado in the first five years penses with sugar, boat or air-tightcans in preare dead, and may God in His infinite
serving fruit, vegetables, meat, eggs,etc. A large
of its mining existence.
exliibit at the CentennialExposition, preserved
compassion have mercy on your soul.”

Judge Pershing now proceeded

AUCTION *^»|A^;NOOJfSROrsH0SSES. CAR.

HEAVf HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.
Query : To whom do the lots on that
island now belong? The same one that RIMBABK BROS. A OO., 00 to.H4 Mioblgan-aT.
and most of the gulches from owned them heretofore, or the man on
HOTELS.
east to west, and found that people who
HOTEL.
116
A 118 Fifth-ar. Enoch Wood,
Minnesota point, who owns the lots to
prop., late proprietor of Wood’s Hotel, State-at.
went there were utterly inexperienced,
which they are now joined and attached ?
expecting to pick up gold by the
WlLS2uScP?I£STrnAD,USTABLE
CHA,R F0R 'N*
VALIDS, IRON FOLDING BEDSTEADS, ETC.
hatful, and when they found that they
M. KLEIN, 237 South Dearborn. Send for circular.
had to work for the stuff they left for
The Jews.
lIABIT, pURED AT HOMK
home, denouncing the Hills as an outSays an English magazine: “Scatr I W Ivl No publicity. Time abortrage and a fraud. The Captain says ho
r.
Terms moderate. l^UJ teatlma
tered about the earth there are supposed nlals. Dc-ecribe case. Du. F. E. Mabhh, Quincy, Mich.

Police Officer
Yost, at
live prisoners
were then brought into Court, guarded
by a large force of coal and iron police,
and, as soon as they had taken their
seats, and had the handcuffs taken off,
Hist. Atty. Kaercher asked the Court
has worked aod traveled over the counfor judgment on the verdicts against the
try as much, if not more, than any other
live men.
man who has been there,' so as to thorThe five doomed Mollies were directed
oughly acquaint himself with its reto stand up together before the Court
sources, and has discovered that there is
to receive the sentence of the law. The
not a country on the foot-stool that posmen appeared pale and haggard, but
sesses so many elements of wealth. This
they still seemed masters of enough
wealth is not, in his judgment, confined
courage to stand and hear it without
quaking. Judge Green, who had pre- to gold, silver, and other metals, but he
finds it possesses as fine timber and as
sided at the trial of Thomas Munley,
large quantities as Wisconsin and Michifirst proceeded to pass sentence upon
him. The voice of the Judge was gan. The Hills are covered with pine
and the foot-hills with hard timber.
shaken by the emotion which the scene
The
grasses are the finest he ever saw,
and his part in it called forth, and the
and are far superior to those of Kansas
solemn words he said affected more than
or Colorado, and the soil is equal to that
one of the women who heard them to
of Illinois and Iowa in th6 valleys and
tears. In fact, the prisoner addressed
foot-hillsto the north. As for water, it
seemed to control his feelings better
is abundant and good, sufficientto drive
than any one present.
victed of the

Travels.
the Northern

Pacific docks, which for years has defied

i

-

Town Lots on Their
The large island near

at

*3

a little

$771

.-J. ffi»»y«ten»

H. F.

ISSSffS
P.

A

$350

O.

VICKERY A

OO.. Auguste, Maine.

H«ath»- Agents wanted.

ing article* In the

Address JAY

*6 best fellworld. One sample free.

BRONSON,

Detroit, Mich

BURNHAM'S

18T4

Tarrant’s Setter Aperient

Turbine

WATER WHEEL
£>»PUced

hundredsof other

-rteXIS! nr5»JL"'
N. P.

BURNHAM, You,

Pa.

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
O.N.U.

No.

30

[

Official. ]

Common

Mortgage Sale.

Ipwrttefmfntjs.

Council.

Tuesday, September 5, 1876.
The Common Connell met In regular
session and was called t«» order by Aid.
Knoters, President pro-tan.

On Motion Ald.Breyman was appointed
Clerk pro-tem.

Minutes of the last meeting were read
and stood approved,after being corrected.

In

IJ

OF MICHIGAN,

COUNTY OF

OTTA-

',r,*'-JM-~Ata sewion of the Probate Conrt of
the County of Ottawa,holden at tho Probate Office
In the Cay of Grand Haven, in said County, on
.Morottv the Twenty flret day of Anpnst In the year
one thounand eight huuared and seventy-six.
Present:Samuel
Tate, Judge of Probate.

THE CHICAGO * NORTH -WESTERN R.

In the Matter of tho Ketatjof Arte O. Paucls,
deceased.

manufacturer of
R.

Embrace * nude one mtnaseraentthe Great Trunk
Railway Lines of ibe WIST and HOBTH-WEST. and
with is numerous branchesand connections, forms
.oe soonest am, quickest route between Chicago
pm
lo Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern
Mlcmgpn Minnesota,Iowa, Nebraska, California
and tho Western Ten Rories, Its

s

-

L

PAUL J.FLIEMAU,

ST.

the conditions

of tho payment of a certain Indenture of
Mortgage,bearing date the twenty-firstday of Oc
tober.In the year of onr Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty- even. Made and executed by
John Roost and A'elda Roost of the C’lty of Hoflandtfii tho County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties of the first part, and CharlesH. Monroe of the same place party of the second part, and
recorded In th office of the Register of Deeds, in
and for the County of Ottawa and dtnte of Michigan on the twenty-second
day of November, In the
year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
•‘Sty-wven,at four o'clock in the afternoonof
said day, In Liber “N” of Mortgages on page oue
hundred and twenty-two And whereas there Is
claimed to be due and unpaid at this date on said
mortgago'^husum of three hundred and two dollars and forty-fourcents, for principal,and Interest,
and no suit or proceedings either In law, or equity,
having been commenced to recoverthe same, or
any part thereof. Now therefore,notice ia hereby
given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH DAY
of OCTOBER, In the 'ear of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and scvonty-slx,at one o’clock
In the afternoon of said day, at the front door of
the County Court House. In the City of Grand Haven In said Countv of Ottawa and State of Michi
gan, that being the place for holding the Circuit
Court for said county, there will be s .Id at public
autlou or vendue to’ the highestbidder the premises described in said mortgage or so much thereof as mav be necessary to satisfy the amount due

Probate Order.
OTATE

.

Present: Aid. Ranters, Mlnderhoul,
CToploy, Dykemu, Bieymau and Schmid.

pvEFAULT having been made

Oxaua and California Line

Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

etc.

Is the shortest and best route for all points in
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
Also solo Agent for the
Northwesterr lllnois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Jan Panels, representing that said Aric O. Panels
Wyoming
Colorado, Uuh, Nevada, Calitornla,
ntely died In said County of Ottawa, Intestate,
Oregon, China, Japan and Australia,Its
\ ‘ The following bills were presented for leaving real estate In said County of Ottawa, and
Cuicaoo, Madison and 8t. Paul Line
praying
among
other
things
that
this
court
may
payment*
adjudicateand determine the lawlai heirs of said
Is the short lino ft* Northern Wisconsin and MlnJohn Rooel. Irmbcr ........................
$01 05 deceasedIn and to said real estate.
n'VnVi’ ""I !?r Madison. St. Paul, Minneapolis,
John Boost lumber ......................'W 81
BEISTID, Iism.
Duinth and all points In t he great Northwest. Its
Win. Koosebooiu .............................
58 55 oJAOT0" l1 ,8 ordered,that MONDAY the
This wagon »•* the best wagon In use in this State
Winona and 8t. Peter Line
P. Van den Tak
....................... 10 18 SECOND DAY OF OCTOBER next, at one
’ and the only slope-spokedwagon mauufac- ’
o clock in the afternoon,he assigned for the hear(i. Booijen^a, ...............................10 00
Is the only route for Winona, Rochester, Owatonlured. It is p. be. i^r wagon than lie JackPetition uud that tho heirs at law of
H. Verwy ................
*i 1)8
na. Mankato, 8t. Peter, New Ulm, and all nolnts
son Wajon rnd l w'll sell lb< m just as
II. Wiereema, Bt.ret com....
88 ) said deceased,and all other persons InterestedIn
on Sioux City & St. Paul Railroad In Southern
cheap. pd(' give p written wenanty
11. Wieisema ................
40 ob said estate,are required to appear at a session of
and Central Minnesota,
oouincin
fot one year. Wagons of my
7 50
toHrl,hon to be holden at the Prohate Office
M. Lysen ........ ..........
Green Bat and MarquettbLine
own manufacture I will
8 08 11 **ran(l llaven, In said County,and show cause if
J. Lajeetee ...............
sell for
fl)
a.ny .l^ere b®* why the prayer of tho petitioner
Is the only line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond
II. J. Cia.ner...............
should not he granted: And It Is fur.her ordered,
Du Lac, Oshkosh, Apploton,Green Bay, Escanaha
—Referred to Com. on Claims and Ac- That said petitioner give notice to the persons InNegaunce, Marquette, Houghton, Hancock and
terested In said estate of the pendency of said peti- and payable on said mortgage, with Interest there- the Lake Superloi Country. Ps
count.
tion and the hearing thereof by (•using a copy of t his on at the rate of eight per cent, and all the legal
,Frkeport and Dubuque Line
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
order to be published In the ••HollandCitt News’ costs and charges of said foreclosureand sale. The
a newspaper printed and circulated in said County following Ih the description of the lauds and prem- Is the only route lor Elgin, Rockford,Freeport
The Com. on Ways and Means, made of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
General Blacksmithlng done with neatness
and all points via Freeport. Its
ises as appears In said mortgage, to-wit: The foland dispatch.
their report in regard to the raising of said day of hearing.
Chicago and Milwaukee Line
lowing described lands to wit: Lota numbered
A true copy (Attest.)SAMUEL L.TATB,
the several amounts forthefiscelyear 1876,
three (8) and four (41 In section numberrd twenty- Ik the old Lftke Shore Route, and Ik the only one
Speciality.
Judge of Probate.
two (22) In township numberedfive (5) north of passing through Evanston,Lake Forest, Highland
which on motion w as adopted and referred
range numbered fifteen[15] west In the County ot I ark, Waukegan, Racine,Kenosha to Milwaukee.
J. FLIEMAN.
back to the >m. with instructions to draw
Ottawa and State of Michigan, containingelgntyHolland. September 1, 1875.
Pullman Palace Cars
up an Ordinance, to make the appropriafour and fifty-three
hundredthsacres, more or less,
T'YEFAULT having been made in tho condition accordingto the U. 8. survey.
are run on all through trains of this road.
tion as had been recommended in their
LJ of payment of a certain Indenture of Mort- Dated: Holland. Mich.. Julv 20th, A. D. 1876.
This Is the only line running these cars between
report, and were ordered to report at the gage, dated the twenty-fifth[25] duv of May, in the
Chicagoand Si. Paul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
CHARLEb II. MONRUE, Mortgagee.
year of our Lord oue thousand eight hundred and
next meeting of the
•'
Chicagoand Winona.
Howard & McBride, Ally's for Mortgagee.
seventy-two[1872]. made and executed by the
TI THE WOEXIHfl CLASS.— We can furnish you
At Omaha or. Sleepers connect with tho OverThe
Com. on
* “*- w——
— Claims and Accounts re
ic- Trustees of the First MethodistEpiscopal Church
land Sleepers or .lie Union PacificRailroad for all employment ai which you nan make very large pay,
In your own 'ocallties, without being awav from
ported that the bills of H. Verw\ tud h) Holland, [signed by William A. Bronson,chairpoints West of *e M '-somi River.
MORTGAGE SALE.
slu. ft
gems wanted in
v/iii.ic
Agents
in every town and
G. Booiieniia
be
"*•“* a,"J f,‘aa.c Fairbanks, Clerk of the Board of
On
the acvr'
aHvpi o. .lie
.he uams
i.alus rrom
from iUe
Ihe Kast
East 0r
or I 'l°me overnight.
j uga uc nuuwtu.
Trustee.], In the City of Holland. County of Ottaike subsi
ribers for
»»*>s»ribers
for The
The Ce
Centennial
T'\E FAULT having been made in the condition South, the trains o' the Chicago* Non h- Western S?nnty, 0 'ake
REPORTS OF CITY
and State ol Michigan,partiesof the first part, i s of the payment ofaccrialiiIndentureof mort- Railway LEAVE CHICAGO as
. Ibe
I J*®®01*1*
6ie l.'V'cst
brgest publication In
in the U
United States
pa;,cs.
. o'umns; E'egantly
For Council Bhfj's,C.nara ami California, Two 16 PiO [v' ' 0'uinna: R'cgantly Illustrated;Terms
gage, bearingdate the ninth day of April. In the
The Director of the Poor made his
only g’ >-\yeai. The Record is devotedto whatyear of Lord one thousand eight hundred and sev- Through
. ,ir<]]1KhTrains
1 ’ain" daily,with Pullman Palace Draw
Jtort for the month of August.— Accepted. Register of Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa enty-two
-1.™ w [1872], made
uinuu ami
and uAt;^uii:u
executed uv
by llrllurlCR
Hendrick
Room
------and Sleeping Cars through
vaii'Miguw
to VyVJum.il
Council ever Is o,* in eiest connected with the Centennial
?ear- Tne G eat Exhibition at Philadelphiais
Meeng*
Meengs and Arentje
Arentie Meenga,
Meengs,his wife, of the City
(’itv of
The City Treasurerpresentedhis report
Holland, in tho Comity of Ottawa and State of 1 rr/Tr . .. . S,ul Minneapolis,Two Through fully i!lu«., p.od In detail. Everybody wants It.
lor the monlb ot August. —
I of said day, in Liber “W,” of mortgages, on page
the first part and Caroline
Michigan,parties of rfie
uc | 4 rains dsilv. with Pullman Palace Cars attached i he whole people feel great in, crest In their Country s Ceucjutai Birthday,nud want to know all
A.
Garrctson.
wife
of
Rev.
John
Garretson.
of New on both train*.
The following poor bills were presented
For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two Trains about It. An elegantpatriotic crayon drawing
Brunswick.New Jersey, party of the second part,
tor payment
j Honed for the payment of six hundred dollarsand
and recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and run- premium pictureis picaentedfree io each sub•criber. It Is euiRled. ‘-In remembrance of the
P. & A. Sieketee .......................... $ 1
a,t.the rate of te? Per c«"1- Per Jo*1-in and for the Connty of Ottawa and State |of ning throughto Marquette.
J). Tetioller
1H to ^hlc^ 8a*d mortgage and note were on the thlrty- Michigan,on the first day of May In the year of our
Fur Milwaukee,Four Through Trains dally, Pull- One Hundreth Anniversary of the Independence
.................
first (81) day of July, In the year of our Lord one
Werkman & bons ...................
nan Cars on night trains,ParlorChalrCarson day of the United S-aies.” SI .e-’M by 30 inches. Any
2ri 80
Lord one thousandeight hundred and seventy-two. man
Pti n
•
one can tecome a succcssiul s jeoi, for but show
D. Sluller ............
...................... 4U thousand eight hundred and seventy-three (1878), at five o’clock in the afternoon of said day in Liber trains.
the paper and picture am’ huvHbedsof subscribers
Mrs. Kooijen ...........................8 75 duly assigned by said William A. Bronson to Re- seventetMi f 17] of mortgages on page five hundred '/or
IVioona and points on Sioux
are easily obtained evrrvwbe>e. There Is no busiJ. J. Eifield ............................... *)0 00 becca Groat, of the Town of Holland. County of and seventy-three[373]. and whereas there is ' ' "y and ?t- Pa!1' Railroad and for points in Min
G. Perebolie ..........................
8 00 Ottawa,and State of Michigan,and which said as- claimed to be dne and nupald at this date on said r]],po,a'One Through Train dally,with Pullman ness ihal wiU pay ' ke tuU ai present. We have
many agents who ste ms king a*, high as $20 per
A. Flic.stra ................................ 12 U0 signment was du!v recorded in said Register’s of- mortgage the sum of five hundred and forty dollars bl®®Pe™t,°"
D. DeVries ................................. 8 50 lice on the sixth (>) day of March. A. D. I87.*),at 8 and twenty-twocents, [$M0.221 for principal and ! . For Dub, m- va ^reeport. Two Through Trains day and upwards. Now's t.ie.ime:dcn’i delay.
Rememberit costs nothing -o ^'ve .be ousiness 'a
o
clock
In
the
forenoon
of
said
day,
in
Liber
one
G. Van Puttcn ..............................11 25
interest,and no suit or proceedingseither in law '
1 'tl'mrnCars on night trains,
trial. Send for circular .o ,rs and sample copy
(1) ol mortgages, on page three hundred and or equity having been commenced to recoverthe
C'™*
v,a Clinton, Two
—Allowed.
seventy-eight(878), and which said mortgagecon- same or any part thereof: Now therefore notice is rhroiiKb ‘MiImuo'v with Pullman Carson night of paper, which ate sent ..•<e oe»' who apply; do
it to-day. Complete ou.fl. . -e ,o those who detains a conditionthat the party of the firstpart hereby given that on MONDAY the SIXTEENTH ! 'rain to McGre ,o . jo\ a.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
shall and will keep tho mortgage interestof the day of wCToBER, in the year ofour Lord one thouV'**
yankton and points on Sioux cide to engage. Fsime.ssue mccbau'cs,and their
sons and daughtersmake -e very bes- of agents.
party of fie second part, or his assigns, in the sand eight hundred and seventy-six,at one o’clock |
By Aid. Minderhout,
1 p'\ Railroad, Two Trains daily. PullAddress, THE OENTEJ.NjAi,RECORD,
buildings erected and to be erected upon the lands In the afternoon of said day, at the front door of the mnr? Va'-g'o Mlssour \ alley Junction.
Itesolctd, That the sum of 1 161.80 which conveyed,insured against loss and damage by fire,
Portland, Maine.
For Lake Genera,Four Trains daily.
county court house. In the City of Grand* Haven, in
was received from the Relief Committee by insurance, and in default tliercof it shall be law- said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,that
For Rockford
sterling,Kenoslui, Jai
..............
Janesville,and
through Mr. K. Schnddelee, be placed to ful for the party of the second part, his executors, being the place for holding the Circuit Court lor other points, yon can have from two to ten trains
administrators, or assigns, toeffectsuch Insurance, ________
_______
_ will
_____ _ _
mi/i v uu^tiwii
said connty.
there
be sold at public
auction or daily.
the credit of the Poor Fund.— Carried.
j and the premium or premiums paid for affect! m
vendue to the highest bidde:
. N,vw Y.0^ G^ce. No. 415 Broadway; Boston Of| the same shall be a Hen
lien on the sai
Bv Aid
I
said mortgage^ in
Street;
Omaha
in said
sum mortgage,
mortgage, or
or so
so much
muen thereof
increor as
as mav be
be :1 “ce-N°-*»
. S'**7,
“ Office, 258 Famham
........—
,
i premise* added to the amount sccurwl by said
n
as rv f\ U'lfiuft- anwtmtt
w
.. i otreet: o&n . riinuiMP.1) isJl MontKoincry
necessary
to satisfythe amount due. aand payable
i S,rcet’ - rttnt'Hc<>Office, 121 Montgomery
limlccd, That Derk te Roller, be up- I mortgage,and payable forthwithwith interestat on said mortgage,with the Interestthereon at the I “,r?et;.iChicago_Tirket
Offices:
~* ' Street,
o-, ----- ----- 82 Clark
pointed Director of the Poor, for the fiscal '
Per*n,]ani- .
rate of ten per cent per annum, payable annually, under Sherman House: comer Canal and Madison
vonr
1 ^jid whereas, there is claimedto be due and nn- and all the legal costs and charges of such forefor'e- i .S.,rrc.,8t; K*n^,e SlteciDcpo corner W. Klnxle and
yeur.
paid at this date on raid mortgage the sum of six
closure and sale and also an attornev fee of twenty,ial. r,re'8'”eB8 Street Depot, comer Wells
r„.i —
---- In case
and K'az'e Svtects.
By Aid.
?,ld 8‘xt? 8i,x do]!ars and forty-sixcents five dollars,as provided for
in said mortgage
ii* , , rr,
! ($680.46)for principal and Interest on said mort
Foi .-aies or Information not attainablefrom
proceeding* should be taken to foreclose the same.
l(e*HDea, 1 hat the City Marshal give g*ge> the sum of ten dollars ($10) for insur- The following Is the description of the lands and yotu borne .leket agents, apply to
Having succeededthe laie firm of G. Van Putten
nolice to the properly owners on Maple I ance cffectcdand Paid by the assigneeof this mon- premises as appears In said mortgage to-wit : All that \V. H . 8TENNETT\ MARVIN HUGH ITT.
Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago. & Co., at the same stand and 'n the same business
certain piece or parcel of land, situate In the City
Street to lay or cause to be laid sidewalks 8 |nd whereas,the HOiU
said UlUllga^U
mortgage tumuiii*
contains ft
a COI1conwishes to advertise through the columns of the
of Holland, In the County of Ottawa and Mate of
News his stock
•
on said street within thirty days after date. (lltion that when any proceedings shall be taken to
Michigan and describedas follows to-wit: Lot
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of numbered three t il in block numberedthlny-eitht
—Carried.
sale ;n said mortgage contained, the sum of twenty- [38] in the City of Holland, according to the recorded
HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED !
Goods,
By Aid. Dykema,
five dollars as a solicitor's or attorney’s fee shall
map of the same recorded in the Registers Office of
mfmfmkm
Just Dnbllshed,a new edition of
be paid by the party of the first part to the partv the County of Ottawa.
Hats
Caps,
Revolted, That the Deputy City Marshal of the second part, and all tho legal costs and
Dr. CttlTenrsll'l Celebrated Essay on
Dated: Holland, Mich.. July 20, A. D. 1876.
the radicalenre (without medicine)
give bonds to the City in the sum of one chargesof such foreclosure and sale, in case proGroceries,
of Spermatomra or Seminal WeakCAROLINE A. GARRET80N.Mortgagee.
thousand dollars, with two sureties.— ceedings shall be taken to foreclosethe same, and
ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impotencv.
no suit at law or In chancery having been instiCarried.
Howard * McBride, Att'ys for Mortgagee.
Crockery,
Mental and Physic*]Incapacity, Impedimentsio
tuted to recover ssid debt, or any part thereof.
Marriage, etc.: also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
The Street Commissioner recommended Now. therefore,notice is hereby given, that by virFlour
Feed.
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extrathe laying of a crossing on River street, tue of the power of sale containedin said mortvagance, &c.
gage and of the statutes In such case made and
Etc., Etc.
which was carried and ordered laid.
t&T Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
provided, the said mortgage wifi be foreclosed by
Tie celebrated author, in this admirable Essav
Aid. Cropley gave notice that he would a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much
thereof as Is neccssa-y to satisfythe amount due
*
clearly demonstrates,
from a thirtyyears’ successat the next meeting otter a resolution to npon said mortgage aforesaid,for principal mid inful practice, that the alarming consequences of
have the saloons and all other places where terest,said sum of insurance, premium, and attorself-abusemay be radicallycuied without the danfirst-class.
ney fee, and the costs and expensesof foreclosure
liquor was sold closed on election day.
gerous use of internalmedicine o. the application
and sale allowed by law, at public auctionor venof the knife; pointingoiu a mode of cure at once
Council adjourned.
due to the highest bidder, on tho TWENTY- Since the dissolution of onr co-partnership. I am simple, certain, and effect n.i! bv means of which
FOURTH (24) DAY OF OCTOBER, in the year curving on this business alone.atthe OLDS 1\)RE, every sufferer,no matter wba. b's conditionmav
Otix) Crkyman, Clerk pro-tem.
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and where I can be found at all times, and where I will be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and rad\
seventy-six (1876), at one o’clock In the afternoon keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana
o
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices. catty.
"E-son” M’Leaa— He Is Not Sitting Boll of said day. at the front door of the County Court I expect to see nil our old friends,to come and call
House, In the City of Grand Haven, In said County
This Lecture should he In the hands of
A
prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
and He Is Bead.
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,that being the on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will every youth and every man in the land.
be relied upon.
place for holding the Circuit Court for said county. induce them to purchase their daily ration* nit!
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope,to any adtne.
A gentleman who knew “Bison” writes Said mortgaged piemlsesto be sold are described
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents of two
in said mortgage,as follows, to wit: All of those
post stamps.
to the St. Louis Republican thus: “In certain pieces or parcels of land situate and being I will sell cheaper
Address the Publishers,
In the City of Holland, in the County of Oftaw,
your issue of the 11th you copy an article and State of Michigan, and described as follows,to
one in this City.
F.
te
from
fl:m re Qar:it;%identifying or wit: Lot numbered fourteen (14) and the west half
JACOB KUITE.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
of lot numbered fifteen (15) In block numbered (89)
Holland, Feb. 14, 1874.
41
Ana
St.,
Knr
York;
Post
OfficeBox. 4586.
4ti 2-s
a. emp -pg io idem-fy Sioing Bull as Bison In said city, according to the map thereof of record
Holland, Aug. 2, 1876.
agruduaie of West Point, and asking for in the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
Comity. Michigan,as of the Village of Holland.
Drs.
Dated, Holland, Mich., Julv 27, A. D. 18^8.
irforma.'on concerning Bison. The inci-
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Meat Market,

Tho Goods are

Jacob Unite.

PRICES ARE LOW.

- --

than any

Brugman

the

was

Thomas Freeman McLean, from
West

time of his enteiiug

time of the

Ivesou

at West Point, was born and raised

county. He was of
respectableparentage. A nephew

in ibis (Randolph)
highly

John McLean, once a United

of

sena or

oom

Illinois,

States

and brother of Finis

M. McLe m, a prominent c’ti/.enof
cojd
tee

y. He

year U

en'ered

'B,

md,

West

this

Point about

I think, g'aduated in

tne class of which Stonewall Jackson was
a

member. He

(Bison)

was

killed by In-

dians near Tubac, Aiizona, about the year

1870. A gentleman then living in Tucson,
Aiizona, who had formerly lived here, and

wuo knew

Bison here and theie, informed

his relativesof his death,

and sent them

what money he left. Lieut. Hall, of the

who was

Crook in Arizona, and now with him, and who is well
acquainied with Bison’s relatives hcie,
5th cavalry,

with

and

the manner of

his deaiii.
Of Bison I

suppose it may

No. 86, Eighth Street.

Default having been made In the conditions of
a certain Mortgage,dated the twenty-ninthday of
April A. D. 18i5, made and executedbv Lonisa A.
Bocko* o* .he township of Wright, County of Ottawa f nc Stale of Michigan,to Arthnr E. Turner
of the Township of Alpine, Connty of Kent and
State o.’ M'chlgan. and recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa
and 8ia e of Michigan, on the first day or May A.
D. 875 a, eight o’clock In the forenoon, in Liber
No . of Mortgages,on page 129. On which said
mortgage there Is claimedto be due at the date of
thia notice,one hnndred and seventy-onedollars
and ninety-two cents ($171.92),besides an attornev
lee of thirty dolllars ($80.00,)provided in said
mortgage,to be paid to said mortgagee,In case
of foreclosure;and no suit a. law or in chancery
having been Instituted to recover said debt
or any portion thereof;Now therefore, notice,
is hereby giren, tha: by virtue of the power
of sale containedin sanl mortgage,and of the
statute In such case made and provided,the said
mortgage will be foreclosed ly a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so ranch thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy the amount dne upon said
mortgage as aforaald.(both principaland Interest,
said attorney fee and the costs and expenses ol
sale, allowed by law,) at pnbl'c auction, to the
highest bidder, on the 19th day of SepUmbv, A. I).
1878, at one o'clock n the a .emoon, at the iiont
door of the con . .oase \* .heci'y of Gland Haven
in said County o’ O awr. and 8.a e of Mi. n!gnn,
that being the n] e o' ^old'n/ae Cim.*! Court
for said connty. **a'( .nor /jn1 i e nlsct . e (.escribed in the said
's o’'o*vs, to-v/11 ; All
that certain uicce
oai.e'o. land known and
described as follows o-wi-: V-llage*ois jumber
ninety-two(92) and nlrtfy- bire('’ )as .'ambeied
on the villageulat o* • be villr^eo •Jci”')pnd situated In .he Coan.v ot Oi.uvra art'.S^ e o' MUiilgan, or section rnroberihl. .y-foer( ') ^)v. .• eight
nort.*of range thL'.een \ .)\yes. * o j* v
i «•» at
the anfe o. 'neS.atero.^ *".he f'MA',e ol Beilin,
aod^ unnii)g no'ih on ( '(3'. '•es west \?o bundin' and la .y-ionr (28*) .ee rnd thr-e «.»'. onehwf(o;»)ij«.h(*»;them e sor*a e* vh.y-e’:. (Co) degrees wes obi'thwB.er mr ho.’ ,ae L*' • pond;
thence sonfa eas>er'v a'ong .o J^’a wn»o. aia;k
to the cenlet o’ .hen't 8 r e on1 . ong the ceoter oftw salt Sraie road
.e o’r eo>' beginning.

rou^e
o

confirms tne statements received by his
relatives of his death

be said that

his gieatest fault was that of having an un-

governable temper, which he knew, and

.

.

which no doubt led him to pass his

life

be-

yaid-the confines of civilization.
It

was through ihe influence of Senator

Benion that he received the appointment
as a cadet to

Charles
to

who Sluing Bull

does not
is

West Point, though

McLean, was

know.

As

the writer of this

But certain it

is that

Dated June 10th, A. D. 1876.
ARTHUR E. TURNER, Mortgage
Mnxnn A Voorheis, AtTytfor Mortgagee.

b. f.

Irish soldier,pretendingto

was discharged. He

in

dumuess

• short time

Prescriptions carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Onr stock Is all first-class, and
we offer It to the pnblic cheap for cash.

A 3 Acre Fruit Fat m containing some 800 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant Hushes: Strawberries;
Pears. Apple QHoce, Ches.nn,. Mulberry,Apprlcot, Che* ry am Peach trees i u bearing.
No money required down Inenlte of

maams,

PHOTOGEAPHEE,

after-

H.

-

--

WALSH,

Holland. Mich., Feb. 25,

!

WE HAVE

Black Lake, DR/Y
will rake

Sunday-School

& Church

heretofore.Thanking all my former patrons,I
•oliclt their fttvors again this

tt

season, as tne price ts

low.

PRANK B. BROWER, Captain.
Holland, Mich., June 2,1876.

'"y “'>

8P“<‘e"
V

i

--

satisfy all

whe

A

Holland, Mich., Ang.

1876.

their

old customers and as

the

public

patronage of
the past they solicit

for their

the continuance of the

same.

NOUTHWESTERN

KILnsr, Transportation Co.

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

THE STEAMSHIP

Or anything In onr line, manufactured on short
aotlae.

MINNEAPOLIS

H.

W. VERBEEK &

Co.

46
BOOKBINDING

A.CLOETINGH.

SIMON REIDSEMA.
12,

all

STEAM

House and

„

where they will be

many new ones as deem
it to their advantage
to trade with them.

2-tf

Muskegon,Sept. 3

1875.

-

•

t

The undei signed wishes o Imot m hh old friends
ward enlisted in another corps, and being
•ad resident* of Holism’,end vtclnl.vih*i being *t
located at Mnskcnon, helms made w rangeEighth 8t. Holland,Mich.
recognized by an old comrade, was quesLot for Sale. present
ments with Mr. W. Vo.V. ft Holland, si whose
tioned how he learned to speak. “By St.
can
Situated on Ninth atreet,west of River street, store, on River si.icot,tfyl job wo.k-tor'hlndtng
can be obtained on very easy terms. Further be left. I have puielmsctU new emiflompleie line
Patrick,”he replied,“ten guineas would Aill'5;orkJbSf5!!i1^tDd Anlahcd In the laMf style, It
of tools and slock and wHl ftjtvUh iist-closswork.
Informa.lon to be obrainedfrom the owner

I

capaci-

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

—

For Fifteen dollars instead of Twenty dollars ss

ery

.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

run excursions from here to
the month of

I

1875

Planing, Matching,

to

This summer I will take imaU parlies down in the
morntrg and back at nl-Jn fo, THREE DOLLARS. Larger paiJies, FIVE DOLLARS.
Having fitted out a iatge barge, which
will carry from 800 .o 400 persons,

new and

their

into

Of the Mont Approved Patterns;

-

-----

Have moved

IFHCEINTX
Planing Mill. Thanking
And we are confident we can
want

!

Steketee,

pleased to see

Druggist.

Holland. Mich.

1876.

EXCURSIONS
am again prepared

-

—BY

In re-buildlng our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,

1876.

a A.

ous double brick store,

VAN liANDEGEND,

J-

Holland. April 19*

I

—

Wholesale and Retail

We inviteour friends and the public generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN IS, M. D.
A. BROEK. M. 1).

F0R8ALE.

P.

Impurities of the Blood.

— SflDLD AT

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.

..

o

Have a specific Influence upon the Liver am
Bowels,and stimulate these organs Into such vie
orous action that the impediments are removed.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from

DEALERS IN

Pic-nics

he

not Bison.

An

Opp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

o

his father,

t zealous whig.

is,

-

Mortgage Sale.

he was

-

ANTI-BILIMSANB EXPECTORANT PILL’,

Assignee of said Mortgage.

& McBRIDE;

Ally's tor Assignee.

as minted by the writer of

the article are correct. Bison, as

known

HOWARD

the

Point up to the

in ervietv with Lieut.

•lie Colorado,

REBECCA GROAT.

name

.

SEE.

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

ANNIS&BROEK,

denis of the life of Bison, whole real

Ap

E3T CALL

Son.

OR

-

AMAZON
' Will leave Grand Haven for Milwaukeeevery
morning at one o’clock, (Mondays excepted)making c'ose connections with all trains for the North,

Son.h and West.
For freightor passage, apply to
S. B.

HUMPHREY,

Agent.

